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LIBERTY UNIVERSITY

The Champion
"... Where the spirit of the Lord is, there is Liberty."

Lynchburg, Va.

Inside
Journalism department
offers Christian Service
opportunities with experience working with Selah,
The Champion, The Ad
Club and PRAD. See
Page 2.
Women's Resource
Center helps women
cope with their changing
roles in society through
various means of support. See Page 2.

Opinion
Gary Bauer, president
of Family Research
Council in Washington,
D.C., explores the
demographics of the
pro-choice demonstrators from the April 15
march. See Page 4.
Beth Sweeney, executive vice president of
SGA, anticipates an
effective 1992-93 year.
See Page 5.

Sports
Bill Irwin tells of his trek
over the Appalachian Trail
with the aid of his seeingeye dog, Orient, in nine
months and 13 days. See
Page 9.
L U men's basketball
team faces changes in the
upcoming 1992-1993 season as it prepares for another winning season. See
Page 11.
LU track teams dominate
the Big South Invitational,
earning numerous firstplace awards and breaking personal records. See
Page 12.

News Editor

Although Liberty University has
suffered from financial difficulties
and negative publicity, student enrollment percentages continue to
grow.
"Based on the same time last year,
we are 23 percent ahead in the applications we have received. Also, we're
20 percent ahead in confirmations
compared to this time last year,"
Randy Scott, vice president of marketing and recruitment, said.
Last year SAT scores and overall
grade point averages increased for
incoming freshmen. This year the
academic standing of incoming freshmen is expected to be even higher.
"The admissions counselors are
saying that the incoming freshmen
are just as good or even better than the
year before. We're expecting a larger
freshmen class with good academic
standing," Scott said.
Implementing a "high touch" program, Scott said LU adm issions counselors will talk to prospective students at least 10 times during the enrollment process.
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Enrollment increases
despite negative PR
Counselors answer questions dealing with financial aid, academic programs, available majors, campus
rules, housing or any question a prospective student or parent might ask.
"Financial aid is a big concern for
the prospective students with this
economy. More students are making
decisions on schools depending on
financial help and geographical locations," Scott said.
Although the counselors speak
often with the prospective students,
they do not expect to get all of the students to attend LU.
"It's not just getting them at Liberty. We want them to be what God
wants them to be and help them find
what school is right for them," Scott
explained.
In addition to the "high touch"
program, Scott attributes the increased
student enrollment to effective advertising and marketing. The best
source of advertising is LU alumni,
according to Scott.
Included in the new student enrollment percentages are transfer students.
Scott said the main reasons transfer
students give for coming to LU is the
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Students on 'the edge of a dream'

"positive peer pressure." He also said
students can live an effective Christian life away from "the party life,"
and the other pressures of pursuing an
education at a state university.
Another successful recruitment
tool. College For A Weekend
(CFAW), experienced record breaking attendance in April. More than
350 prospective students visited LU,
100 more than the previous CFAW
attendance record.
According to Scott, LU has received
30,000 inquiries about the university
which is comparable to the average
state university.
Besides growing freshmen enrollment, Scott anticipates a 90 percent
re-enrollment of the present student
body.
Scott said: "With all the bad PR
that Liberty has gotten over the
Kemper case it has been a constant,
constant battle to offset the Lynchburg newspaper and some of its articles, but we've seemed to end up
on top of the situation. The Lord
has blessed our efforts, and we're
very excited about the freshmen enrollment."

Students went on 'the edge of a dream' April 17 at the
Radisson Hotel where they enjoyed an evening of fun.
Junior Jeremy Breland and senior Jamie George enact
a satire of their future class reunion 50 years from now.

LU prof ends 43-year search for daughter
By PAMELA WALCK

Daniel Kim that lived in the United
States," Kim said.
Champion Reporter
An LU professor in the School of
"The man told Rev. Huh all this in•Religion made contact with his formation about me, about ho w I was
daughter after more than 43 years of ordained and teaching in the states.
silence. Though he did not comment He then told my friend that he knew
on the cause of separation, he is now my daughter and that she had been
planning a trip to North Korea to visit looking for me."
her.
The mysterious informer was lost
Dr. C. Daniel Kim's search for his in the crowded street before Huh could
daughter, Won Ok Kim, began late ask him who he was or how he knew
one evening in April of 1991 when he of Kim's daughter.
received a phone call from a pastor
Because of this contact Kim began
friend in Los Angeles.
his search.
"My friend, Rev. Huh, called to tell
Kim wrote to Huh's daughters in
me that while he and his wife were in Korea, asking them if they knew of
North Korea, searching for their two his daughter and where she might be.
daughters, he met an old man on the In early spring of 1991, Won Ok was
street that asked him if he knew a located, and communication began

l

after 43 years of silence.
"Receiving the first letter was a
time of excitement and sadness for
me," Kim said. "I was happy toknow
that Won Ok was alive, but I found
out that my dear mother and two
sisters had passed away."
Since last June, Kim has received
more than eight letters from his daughter.
"Communication is difficult, because letters from Korea to the U.S.
take up to two months to arrive, but
letters from the U.S. to Korea only
take about 3 weeks," he said.
Kim is now planning a drip to North
Korea in May to visit Won Ok and
other relatives in a small rural town
near Shin-eujueuju City. He is facing

opposition, and political red tape is
only slowly breaking away.
Kim hopes to take his son with him
for emotional and physical support,
but the Korean government is opposing his entrance into the country at
this time.
"I find out next week if my son can
join me on the trip," Kim said. "Because of the loss of my mother and
sisters it's going to be very hard on
me, and I need someone to accompany me."
Dr. Kim asks for students' prayers.
"It is God's special grace and
work that has started this search,"
Kim said. "I want to see my family
saved, and this is a way for me to
present the gospel to them."

Students kick def sounds at Motown's showdown

C. Daniel Kim
School of Religion professor

Council supports
funding for clinic
By GRACIE COWELL

Borkley said fatigue and burnout
had
been a problem with volunteers
City News Editor
because
of the lack of space to funcMembers of the Lynchburg City
tion.
"If
we don't move to a larger
Council approved a request by reprelocation,
I fear we will lose more
sentatives from the Free Clinic of
volunteers,"
he added.
Central Virginia to rechannel funds
The
building
approved for the
taken from the Community Developfree
clinic
use
is
owned by Crestar
ment Block Grants to support new
Bank
and
will
not
need extensive rebuilding plans.
construction.
Glenn Moseley, director of the free
The bank has agreed to sell the
clinic, presented council members
building to the
with a presentation
for
of reasons why a "The clinic has more clinic
$
1
5
0
,
0
0
0
,
vacant three-story
patients
in
less
space
which,
accordbuilding located at
1016 Main Street than any other place ing to Moseley,
equals $31 per
would be an ideal
I
know
of."
square foot.
site for the clinic.
Dr.
George
Borkley
Several free
The free clinic
Medical
director
clinic
patients
has provided medi—
photo by J*HS. Smith
were
on
hand to
cal, dental and
The Black Student Fellowship hosted the second-annual Showdown in Motown April 17. The showdown Included
pharmaceutical care since 1977 to give testimony of how the clinic had
performances by The Supremes, Beta Sigma Phi "Steppers," The BSF Players, Cephus and Reese and others. Picthose who cannot afford health care. helped them stay alive.
tured above are Tamar Canty and Ginger Davis (background), Curtis Nlvens and Kevin Peltier (foreground)
Open on Tuesday and Thursday nights
Sylvia E. Spinner, identifying herand Wednesday mornings, the Cen- self as a member of the "nameless,
tral Virginia Clinic serves an average faceless mass," told of how the clinic
of 49 persons per night and 66 during had helped her mother with needed
CnlAfttirtn r\rr\r*ac>c* K a n i n c music
(luringspeeches
srvwhesgiven
wivc.nbyhvstu«n.
Othersenators
senatorsbrought
brouuhtupUDthethe This
Thisbill
billwould
wouldallow
allowthetheformaforma daytime hours on Wednesdays.
Other
medical care after her slay in the
Selection
process begins musicduring
dent government nominees. Bartlett fact that some administrative offi- tion of certain societies on campus.
hospital financially wiped them out.
A
group
of
42
physicians
and
denfor three SGA positions argued the fact that since students are cials had previously approved the use Within the next few days, appli"Time and unseen occurrences
tal care workers have donated their
not allowed to listen to secular music of secular music as long as no cants for vice-president of student lime and efforts to the patients com- affect us all," Spinner said, making
By REBEKAH HURST
in their rooms, student leaders should words from the songs were used. The services, treasurer and secretary will ing to the clinic.
Champion Reporter
reference to her statement that less
Senators discussed the Speech not play it before and after their cam- bill failed to pass the senate by a be reviewed.
The clinic has currently been oper- fortunate people should not be treated
The latter two positions will be ap- ating without enough space to ensure any differently from anyone else.
majority vote.
Music Bill and Student Society Bill, paign speeches.
The Student Society Bill was pointed under a new regulation re- privacy to patients or even accommo"I've been thinking about this for a
and specific senators were elected to
Debate, led by Councilman Julian
help interview applicants for three long time, and since this year is elec- brought back up from the table after cently passed by SGA, while no can- date patients in the waiting room area. Adams, began after clinic supporters
didate ran for the first office.
student government positions during tion ... it is time to do something," he a week of dormancy.
"The clinic has more patients in had concluded their remarks on
Among those senators who were less space than any other place I know whether or not block grants should be
Senators discussed the Society
said.
the Senate meeting on April 16.
"I think it is wrong that we are bill and added two formal amend- appointed to help review were Sens. of," Dr. George Borkley, medical used for this type of project.
The Speech Music Bill was set up
by Sen. Thomas Bartlett for the pur- student leadership, yet we are break- ments and later passed the Student Robin Lockman, Jason Williams and director and 3 1/2 year volunteer,
pose of doing away with secular ing the rules. We need consistency." Society Bill with an unanimous vote. Brian Trippett.
said.
See Clinic, Page 3

Senate dumps music bill, passes society bill
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Journalism programs offer CSER opportunities
By SCOn SCHWARTZ

the 'news makers,'" Cota explained.
"When you have a 'news maker' like
"Students still looking for a Chris- Dr. (Jerry) Falwell as a chancellor,
tian Service should really give the you are going to always have the
various opportunities the journalism opportunity to talk to such 'news
department offers a serious thought," makers.'"
Jeff Cota, Champion Editor-inStudents interested in working for
Chief for 1991-92, said.
The Champion should call advisor
One opportunity is service for Ann Wharton, at extension 2128 or
The Champion staff, which includes 2082.
reporting, feature writing, advertisAnother service opportunity is on
ing sales, editorial positions and the staff of Selah, the student yearnewspaper layout, as well as oppor- book. Christian service opportunitunities in distribution, photography ties on the yearbook staff include
and graphic design. Students who positions for photographers, writers
stay with the newspaper long and organizational workers. Jennifer
enough may have the experience to S. Blandford, the 1993 Selah Editorearn a scholarship as one of the in-Chief.encourages students to check
staff editors.
into the Selah staff for their Christian
"A lot of people think that just service.
because this is a campus newspaper,
'This is a good opportunity to give
we (on the newspaper staff) don't students experience in the publishing
acquire valid experience. But this process," Blandford said.
school offers more through the
"Working on the Selah staff gives
journalism program than most other students appreciation for the yearprograms because we have the un- book, when they experience the
usual opportunity of interviewing amount of work that goes into a yearChampion Reporter

book," she said.
Students interested in working on
the Selah staff can contact advisor Al
Snyder at extension 2128.
Opportunities for Christian Service
are also available in the PRAD
Agency. PRAD stands for Public
Relations and Advertising. The
agency gains experience in the public
relations and advertising fields by
doing work for clubs and special activities which are mostly on campus.
Students interested in working for
PRAD should contactadviser Allyson
Goodman at extension 2128 or 2414,
and students who arealready involved
in the journalism department can
become officers in the Liberty University Advertising Club for their
Christian Service.
Each year the Ad Club competes in
the National Student Advertising
Competition.
Beginning first on a regional level,
club members compete, working
their way up to the national competition level. This year the Advertising

Club worked on a
campaign for Visa,
U.S.A., competing
against six other clubs
in the region. Next
year looks promising
for the club as they
have many returning
members.
Those students who
are interested in a journalism major are encouraged to try a journalism Christian Service. This will give them
a chance to "test the
waters" and see if the
major is right for
them; however, each
service is also open to
non majors.
The program also
provides a way for
photo by Jeff Cota
students to meet others as well as gain valu- Brandi Barnum, a junior journalism major, takes advantageof the
able experience for Macintosh SE computers, located in the journalism computer labs in

their future careers.

DeMoss 109 and 110.

Olympics prove successful
up, and people where surprised at
how much fun it was."
Champion Reporter
The day consisted of numerous
Liberty University joined Lynchburg College in the First Annual events including: a shoe relay, a
Outrageous Olympics, hosted at LC whipped cream and M&M's match,
on Saturday April 13, where more a bat spin, a mattressraceand much
than 80 college students participated more.
in a day of fun and games.
"We mixed up the teams so thatLU
"It worked out very well," Dave students and LC students were able to
Dawson, LU Student Government get to know each other better,"
Association president, said. "We had Dawson said. "By the end of the day,
just therightamount of students show good friendships were made, and that
By PAMELA WALCK

photo by Jeffs. Smith

Kelly Earhart takes advantage of the warm weather Thursday evening with a game of tennis
on the LU courts.

Professionals address LU-IABC
By DR. AL SNYDER
Special to The Champion

Central Virginia is a great community in which to live and work, according to each of the three special
speakers who addressed the LUIABC conference at the Comfort Inn
Wednesday, April 15.
With the theme "The Community
and You," the annual student-sponsored mini-conference featured three
community public relations professionals, including Jeff Taylor of
Region 2000, Tim Dunford of Central Virginia United Way and Stevie
Dovel of the City of Lynchburg.
Craig Baker, president of the LU
chapter of International Association
of Business Communicators, who
chaired the conference.was pleased
with the quality of the speakers and
with the student participation.
"It was a great experience for all of
us who worked hard to make it happen," Baker said.
Taylor declared that Region 2000,
from Lynchburg and five surrounding counties, has great attributes.

Region 2000 is a joint effort of local
governments in Central Virginia and
its businesses in recruiting new businesses to the area. Taylor cited the
area's great people, climate, housing, healthcare facilities and educational services.
"And for the sake of economic
development, there is also a great
atmosphere of regional cooperation," he said.
Taylor stated that in the past three
years, it has added 19 new businesses,
90 other businesses have expanded
and employment has increased from
97,000 to 104,000 jobs, which means
7,000 new jobs in the region.
"Also significant, is that almost 90
percent of the people laid off in the
past three years have found new jobs
within the region," Taylor said.
United Way's Dunford boasted, "In
Central Virginia we have a community who cares."
He went on to explain that Central
Virginia's United Way has long been
the number one UW agency in the
entire Southeast states area in per

captia contributions.
"The recent scandal over the outrageous salary and perks of the president of the national UW office has
definitely hurt the local UW agency,"
Dunford said.
Explaining that each UW agency is
autonomous, he stresses that the
Central Virginia agency has a 70-year
track record of the highest integrity
and dedication to the community.
"We have had to spend a lot of time
and effort to handlethis crisis locally,"
Dunford said. "We are working hard
to rebuild trust and confidence."
The City of Lynchburg's Dovel,
stressed that Lynchburg and Central
Virginia have an unusual number of
interesting and historical tourist attractions and the number of visitors to
the city is continually increasing.
"Lynchburg's new three-year-old
tourism office has already helped the
community gready by increasing hotel
and restaurant revenue, by attracting
more shoppers and simply by helping
more people know what's here in our
great community," Dovel said.

Smith
Mountain
Lake sponsors
2nd-annual Balloon Fest
FROM STAFF REPORTS

The Smith Mountain Lake Chamber of Commerce will hold its 2nd
annual Spring Balloon Fest April 2426.
Balloon Fest was created when the
Chamber of Commerce began brainstorming for ideas to get people to
visit the area.
This year's festival will be located
at the Old Hollyfield Estate off
Route 122 in Bedford. Parking is
available for $2 for those arriving by
land; however, boat access will also
be available.
Several events and many opportunities for recreation and good food,
including hot air balloonridesfor $75
or tether rides (balloon is tied to the
ground as it rises) for $5, will be
available.
Other recreation includes:
• pony rides
• horseshoe pitching
• hay rides
•riverboatrides
• crafts and exhibits
• FREE live entertainment
There will also be a parachutist
jumping on Saturday and Sunday.

Woman's Resource
Center offers support
By GRACE C0WELL
City News Editor

During the current economic hard
times, many local organizations have
become a vital part of providing sustenance of daily needs as well as
emotional support to area residents.
The Woman's Resource Center of
Central Virginia is one devoted to
doing just that.
Founded in 1977 by a group of
local women who were concerned
about the changing roles of women
and the repercussions of those
changes, the center has given support to women through use of support
groups, conferences and one-on-one
counseling sessions.
Though me majority of patrons are
women, men are also being helped by
the center. The center serves more
than 1,600 persons annually with
programs such as help in coping with
divorce, career guidance and most recently, unemployment support

through a group meeting at the National Business College (NBC) on
Tuesdays.
The group meetings are hosted by
local professionals such as Mel
O'Klock, professor al NBC.
The center is one of many United
Way-funded organizations in LynclTburg. However, according to Deborah Eller, executive director of
WRC, the United Way accounts for
only some of the support needed for
operation.
"We have a group of supporters
from the local area who are responsible for donating part of the funds
that make up our budget," Eller said.
Endowments have also been set up
for the center.
In 1984 the Board of Directors voted
to seek community-based funding
based upon the realization that many
women who could benefit most were
See Resource Center, Page 3

Leon Cooper, president of the
Chamber of Commerce, said that
they are expecting more than 10,000
people to attend the festival this
year.
The kickoff will begin at 5 p.m.
Friday with a barbecue, including
beef and chicken for $6 a plate.
Saturday hours are 7 a.m.-l 1 p.m.,
and Sunday hours are 7 a.m.-5 p.m.
More information is available from
the Smith Mountain Lake Chamber
of Commerce at (703) 297-1001.

was the main reason for having the
Olympics."
Local businesses supplied prizes
for the winning teams. First place
received an LU-LC Outrageous
Olympics T-shirt; second place, a gift
certificate for Applebee's; and third
place, a gift certificate for Billy Joe's.
"We'd like to do this again next
year. That's why we named it 'annual,'" Dawson said. "We are also
planning community projects for the
future with LC and hope to eventually
get S weet Briar and Randolph Macon
involved as well."
Lake Side West Storage
Student Special May • August
15x10 $142.00 10x10 $198.001
1 Bring clipping to take advantage of |
special. John I. Davis, Mgr.
Call 3854466 for information.

Stof'Exr<F.f.f.<F.<\r<Tr<av<F<r<fl

International image company silking
cartir minded
individuals to
offtr color,
glamour and
fashion.
Unlimited
income
potential
Professional
training
provided. Parttime, full-time.
Call or stop in at
the Career Center. VXH164 582-2352

GO-KARTS
i GOLF COURSES • LARGE GAMKROOYl

8105TimberlakeRd.

237-PUTT
Putt-Putt
G o l f Courses

LU Late Night April 24
Go-Karts $2.25 • All-You-Can-Piay-Golf $2 • 8 Tokens for $1

Hertz
do-it-yourself
moves

t'INSHt

OiwMfcy

TruckRents/

Hertz Penske offers you affordable, new,
clean trucks at convenient rental locations
•Free Unlimited Mileage tor On* Way Rentals • Coast-toCoaet Location*
• Built-in Loading Rampt Available • Emergency Road Sen/Ice 24 Hours,
7 Day* a Week • A/C and Automatic Transmission Available • Full Line of
Moving Accessories • VISA, MasterCard accepted

Call one of our convenient locations today.

(804) 239-4607
D & R Motors 6111 Fort Ave. 239-3939
Receive 10% off local and one way moves
with this ad.
DO YOU HAVE THE BEST H O S P I T A L
MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE?
Deductibles: $250 (other deductibles available). Pays reasonable and customary charges (or
eligible both In and out ot hospital up to $1,000,000. (See brochure lor details).

Compare These Non-Smoker Rates

Male
Age 22
Age 30
Age 40

photo by Credo CoweN

The Woman's Resource Center, founded In 1977, Is located
on the edge of the Randolph-Macon Woman's College.

Female

Male

53.79
67.56
96.90

64.18
Age 50
144.08
78.84
Age 6 0
211.92
115.99
Age 62
266.79
Children 64.38
CHILDREN MAY BE INSURED WITHOUT INSURING PARENTS

Fnmaln
170 00
196 67
208 14

Do you h u e group lioiptkl I n w i w a i U rau wnptojm.it w o paying too much lor o o v x i g . lor your m u w or « . » ,
In many a m w» a n t u n you SS0 k> »f 50 p « month Low* K M . . With Hrghor DmluJ&m • Loud cSrm 8 B ™ ,

MITCHELL INSURANCE AGENCY
904 Sovran Bank Bldg. (801 Main St.)
P.O. Box 860, Lynchburg, VA 2450S
804-846-4661
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Sigma Tau Delta honors top LU poets
By RUTH GUTIERREZ

awarded to Eugenia Poggemiller for
her entry, "A Child's View of HalThe Liberty University chapter of loween."
Sigma Tau Delta Honor Society sponSecond prize went to Elizabeth
sored a poetry contest for which 85 Dalenberg for "A Slice of Life."
students submitted their poems.
In the serious category first prize
Contest judges then chose the top 20 was won by Jennifer Klinger for one
poems.
of her entries, "Primary Color."
Only five finalists were chosen in Second and third prizes were won by
the light category and seven finalists Christopher Holden for "Longing For
in the serious category.
Titania" and "Just After Laughing."
The finalists presented their poems
Several poetry readings and a poin a reading and award ceremony etry contest have been scheduled in
Tuesday, April 14.
past years.
In the light category, first prize was
"We have always had poetry read-

Champion Reporter

Eugenia Poggemlller

ings with our English majors even
before we had an honor society,"
adviser Dr. Ruth Chamberlain said.
A poetry contest was sponscred for
the first time in 1991.
Students paid a fee to enter the
contest and cash prizes were awarded
to first, second and third place
winners.
Names of the judges for the contest
were not released by S igma Tau Delta.
"The contest gives students an
opportunity to express themselves.
They have an audience of their peers
which can be helpful and relaxing,"

LU counseling maintains high standard
By CHARLES E.MALLORY
Champion Reporter
Students in LU's graduate counseling program are enrolled in a 36credit hour program, tailored for
graduate students pursuing national
certification as counselors and licensing as professional counselors in their
respective states.
The program is also designed for
those pursuing doctoral work.
LU's gradudate school trains future licensed professional counselors
(LPCs) to meet the needs of people
who are facing troubling issues.'
LPCs are trained and licensed to
treat a variety of emotional disorders
which may include anxiety, depression, substance abuse, grief, eating
disorders and stress-related disorders.
"It is our goal to train these students

to be clinically professional, as well
as distinctly Christian counselors,"
Dr. Tim Clinton, chairman of the
department of counseling, said.
A great number of students who
have graduated from LU's Master of
Arts counseling program are presently licensed and involved in a
number of settings.
"We have also had several graduates go on and earn doctorate degrees
from schools such as Georgia Tech,
Syracuse, the University of Virginia,
William and Mary and Pepperdine,"
Clinton said.
' T o be considered for state licensure, the graduate is required to pass
a national written and oral examination that focuses on a written case
study in which the applicant must
demonstrate competence in counsel-

ing and psychotherapy theory and
techniques," Dr. David Miller, director of counseling programs, said.
The overall licensure process evaluates the applicant'sprofessional identity, emotional and social maturity,
knowledge of accepted standards of
practice and the ability to apply such
standards in practice.
"Some of the classes the student
can expect to take while in the program deal with personality development, professional identity, psychopathology, marriage and family and
career counseling," Miller said.
In addition to intensive classroom
work, the graduate is also required to
do extensive clinical work.
"Each state has their specific requirements, but the state of Virginia
requires that each student complete a

Chamberlain said.
Elizabeth Dalenberg, president of
Sigma Tau Delta, gave the opening
remarks at the ceremony. Dalenberg
commended all of the contributors
for their entries.
"I'd encourage everyone to try. It
is a good stress reliever and a good
way to express what is in your heart
when you need it out," Dalenberg
said.
Poetry can be a form of ministry as
well, according to Dalenberg "God
created language, so that we can have
poetry," she said.
Award winners were excited about
receiving their prizes. "I'm surprised

graduate degree and earn 60 semester
hours or 90 quarter-hours from a program approved by a regional accreditation agency or the Virginia Slate
Council of Higher Education (in
additional counseling)," Miller said.
Other requirements include an internship of two years under supervision by a licensed mental health
professional.
"It's a lot of hard work, but it's rewarding as the LPC will be able to use
their skills in various areas such as
their own private practice, as well as
community service boards, rehabilitation centers, hospitals, managed
health care centers and employee
assistance programs," Clinton said.
More information on the M.A.
degree in professional counseling is
available through Miller in Dorm 18.

my poem won, since I wrote it in
second grade, Poggemiller, first prize
winner, said.
"I just pulled it out of my file last
year when I cleaned it out. Somebody
told me it was good, and I should
submit it," she added.
Holden, who captured both second
and third prize honors, said that he
was glad to submit his entries in the
contest.
"I'm not always sure the words
'poetry' and 'contest' go together,
but I think the contest is a good
opportunity to hear what others wrote
and gel a feel for how others see your
writing," he said.

LOPPLfM
Drop
Everything!
at L. Oppleman!
The only store in town that

PAYS YOU!!!
You don't want t take all that stuff back home
We'll make the load lighter
and your pockets heavier.

M,T.Th9-5
Wed. 9-1
Fri.9-6
Sat. 9-5

L OPPLEMAN 909 Main St.
Dan Wagner
and Todd
Eshlzman
enjoy a snack
at LUey's in
David's Place
while taking
a break
from classes
last week.
photo by M S . Smith
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Clinic

Continued from Page 1

tient rooms at Lynchburg General
Hospital.
used for this type of project
Powers argued that the emergency
"There is no lack of support of the
space
is needed because Lynchburg
clinic," Adams said. "Of course, we
has
the
second busiest emergency
need it, but that is not the issue."
room
in
the
state. The new addition
Although the council members
will
give
the
hospital the recomagreed that their favorable votes were
mended
1,200
to 1,300 square feet
grudgingly given, the final vote was
per
patient
bed,
and according to
6-1, with only Adams voting against.
Powers,
"Lynchburg
will enjoy state
Other items of business heard at
of
the
art
facilities."
the meeting included unanimous
Powers also stated that the magniapproval of a plan submitted by
tude
of the investment for the expanCentra-Health director Darrel Powsion
plan will only push up medical
ers to build an eight-story tower for
costs
.25 percent per year.
larger emergency facilities and pa-
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— Resource Center — a fee gives the person a feeling of I
Continued from Page 2
responsibility to attend the meetings," I
I
were ineligible to do so under gov- Blevins said.
The ability to pay is never a I
ernment guidelines.
The goals of the center lie in the stipulation for attending a program. I
desire to provide the support and Scholarships are offered for those I
counseling to all these experiencing not able to pay the fees.
I
The Woman's Resource Center is
difficulties in their lives.
I
"Sometimes people just want to located on the edge of RandolphI
come in to talk about their problems," Macon Woman's College. Although
Betty Blevins, former assistant direc- not officially tied to the school, the I
tor of programs, said. "We provide building facilities were provided by I
I
counseling if they feel they need it or R-MWC.
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The best
hamburgers
and a whole lot more.

A Great Deal
On A Terrific Meal!

SINGLE!
LIMIT 1 PER COUPON. CANNOT BE
COMBINED WITH ANY OTHER
OFFER OR DISCOUNT. GOOD AT
ALL LYNCHBURG LOCATIONS.
CHEESE AND TAX EXTRA
EXPIRES MAY 31, 1992

•

I
I
I

just lend a friendly ear."
Programs sponsored by the center
usually have a fee involved. "Paying

LYNCHBURG

Calendar

CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

Dr. Larry G. McGlothlin
Activities
Late Night:

LU Psych Club:

Thursday, April 2 3 , the
Lynchburg YMCA will be
hosting a Liberty Late
Night. Activities will include racquetball.wallyball,
volleyball, basketball and
swimming until midnight.
Tickets, which are only $4,
must be purchased by Thursday. They are available in
the Student Life Office or in
The Manager's Office in
David's Place.

Saturday, April25,the
Psychology Club will
host a Special Olympics track and field
event The opening
ceremonies will begin
at 10a.m.Students are
encouraged to attend.
For more information
contact Dr. Nancy Anderson at ext. 2542.

Sigma Tau Delta:

Thursday, April 2 3 ,
The International HonSpring Concert:
Thursday, April 2 3 , Dr. orary in English, ZETA
Clive Muncaster will direct TAU chapter, will hold
a spring concert at the initiation for those inLynchburg Fine Arts Cen- terested. The meeting
will be held in TE100ter. The lime is 8 p.m.
103 at 7 p.m.
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I
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MEDICARE • PERSONAL INJURY
GROUP INSURANCE • WORKMAN'S COMP.

Graduating Seniors:

384-1631

Check the list of May and September graduates posted outside the
Registrar's Office. If there are any
errors or your name is omitted,
contact Lee Andes in ihe Registrar's
Office immediately.
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3012 Forest Hills Circle Behind 2900 Old Forest Road - Across From Our Old Locution
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Graduation!
Springfest '92:
Friday, April 24, the junior and senior
classes sponsor a free Springfest party at
the sandpit volleyball courts, next to David's
Place from 6 p.m. until midnight. The
festivities will preceed The Vision concert

yJJ

HOURS
M-F8-7
Sat. 8-4
EXPIRES
5/16/92

Engine Tune-Up
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' Most vehicles. Some vans & transverse engines add'l.

INCLUDES
'Complete engine analysis' Checking fuel & emissions
systems' Install new plugs * Inspect filters, belts & PCV
Check & set timing carburetor & idle speed * 12,000 mile/
12 month guarantee ' Standard ignition & additional

parts extra.
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Brake Special

Oil Change, Lube & Filter With
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Union adjusts
to Caterpillar triumph
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The Champion
Forum Policies
The Champion welcomes
members of the community
to submit letters to the editor
on any subject.
Letters should not exceed
300 words and must be
signed. The Champion asks
that all letters be typed.
All material submitted becomes the property of The
Champion.
The Champion reserves

the right to accept, reject or
edit any letter received, according to the policies of The
Champion.
The deadline for all letters
is 6 p.m. Thursday.
Please address all letters to
"Editor, The Champion"
and drop them off in DH 109
or mail to Box 22581, Liberty University, Lynchburg,
VA, 24506-8001.
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Vote according
to candidate,
not party

"...Where the spirit of the
Lord is, there is Liberty."
II Corinthians 3:17

Thereorganizationof labor is continuing with the triumph
of Caterpillar Corporation over the United Auto Workers.
The triumph came last week when the United Auto Workers
called off its five-month strike against Caterpillar, acknowledging labor's need to cooperate with management.
Two weeks ago the world's largest maker of earth moving
equipment began offering jobs to non-union replacements.
Striking workers were told to return to work or lose their jobs.
With the breakdown in negotiations more workers tired of
the process and started to cross the picket lines, prompting a
call by the United Auto Workers to end the strike.
All union workers will eventually return to work. However,
Caterpillar is taking the opportunity to streamline its operation
through attrtition and retirement.
Already Caterpillar has benefited from the strike because it
reduced inventories by filling all orders for the past five
months. It can look forward to a bright future with labor in a
mood to cooperate.
Without the nemeses of organized labor Caterpillar can be
free to pursue a prosperous future. The prosperity will also
result into strength for the workers.
Workers will be guaranteed jobs for six years if the contract
on the table is signed. In addition, labor will have more
security as Caterpillar remains competitive, unlike General
Motors Corporation. GM entangled itself in long-term contracts with the United Auto Worker, stipulating that GM must
payreleasedworkers for three years after a plant closing.
GM's hands aretied.Drastic cuts in operating expenses are
three years away even if it closed all 21 scheduled plants
today.
If the U.S. is to compete in the international marketplace
again, there first must be cooperation between labor and management, meaning that labor must be willing and allowed to
contribute in a more dynamic role.
First, America companies must produce products that the
world's consumers want to buy. Just as labor requires that
management adjust to a changing marketplace so must labor.
One example of this was the decision to close an engine
production facility in Michigan and maintain a facility in
Texas. The reason for GM's decision was not a mystery. Despite cheaper freight cost associated with the plant in Michigan GM kept the plant that agreed to be flexible on employee
benefits.
To the workers' benefit, the local, union leaders displayed
little unity with the central office by presenting GM with their
own proposal.
The Texas workers know where their bread is buttered and
will not have to deal with layoffs that their inflexible Michigan
counterparts will have to face.
The best worker is a happy worker, but companies must be
able to compete globally. With cooperation among all parties
involved in producing quality, valued goods, American industry can once again become the world leader.
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Editor:
I'm appalled that my school newspaper printed Dale Johnston's plug
for the GOP. He essentially stated
it's ethically irresponsible and fiscally imprudent to vote Democrat.
Whether by misplaced beliefs,
severe indoctrination or indolence,
single party voting is dangerous. It
follows pervasive convictions that
political parties are mosUy homogeneous in their doctrine. Political
parties are not religions. Islam, for
instance, has hundreds of millions of
dedicated followers (It's the most
deadly force of Satan.) Republicans
encapsulate some of the most zealous
political disciples in this country
(Whether or not the GOP is a force of
Satan remains to be seen.) One is a
religion. The other is not. Islam has a
unified belief system; Republicans
worker, who would put a Nazi SS internally diverge on every issue,
soldier to shame, told me to wake up. though in varying degrees. What this
Not being one to be accused of means is when voting for a Republisomething I didn't do, I prompdy no- can I am not necessarily voting for
tified her I was not sleeping. She left Republican policies.
me speechless when she countered:
It's the same with every party,
"It looks from the standpoint of the because they are not religions with
senators that you are sleeping."
uniform systems of ideas but are
After recom posing my self from that groups led by politicians. Only by
brilliant logic, I asked: "What sena- examining each candidate can we vote
tors? They are too busy making sure wisely. Unfortunately, we often have
the door doesn't hit them on the way to vote for the lesser of two evils.
out of the room."
Johnston attacks Democrats three
The charming little experience that ways: their support of socialized
I just described isn't an isolated inci- institutions, reduction of military
dent (check out C-SPAN sometime). spending and pro-choice stand. AsWe, the tax payers, are the employers suming each point to be universally
of these men and women, and a change true, he attempts to puncture each
must take place. Take a long, hard with biblical argumentation.
look at your congressional represenThefirsttwo points are not in distative, andfileyour claim in Novem- agreement with scripture. Many conber. We deserve better.
tend they are taught by scripture. The
0a 0a 0a
fact is the Bible isn't clear on these
Words of Wisdom: "We offer the issues. Too often, Christians adopt a
party as a big tent. How we do that particular viewpoint and then search
(recognize the big-tent philosophy) the scriptures for justification.
within the platform, the preamble to The third issue, however, is clear.
the platform or whatnot, that re- Abortion is murder. Though promimains to be seen. But that message nently a pro-death party, there exist
will have to be articulated with great many men and women who are
clarity."—quote that won Dan Democrats and are pro-life.
Quay le the Golden Bull Award from
My point is responsible Christians
the Plain English Campaign for shouldn't vote by party, but by candi"doubletalk and linguistic gobble- date through well-informed choice.
dygook."
Eric Fleegal

Americans deserve better
In recent weeks the topic of choice
in this column seems to gravitate
toward the ineptitude of the 102nd
session of Congress. Once again, I
have no choice but to succumb to the
compelling force and become inebriated in the effluviaof my own verbosity (look it up).
Recently I had the privilege (cough,
gasp) to attend a session in each house
of Congress. To put it mildly, I was
appalled, put out, perturbed and any
other words that could be imagined.
From the start I was quite interested
to find how the good ole U.S. of A.
operated on Capitol Hill. However,
as I watched the "proceedings" (chaos
is more accurate) the more I felt compelled to leave and engross myself in
something a bit more intelligent, such
as driving my car into the Potomac
River (note the hint of sarcasm).
The first session I attended was the
discussion of congressional reform in
the House of Representatives. Reform was recently brought to the
attention of the House and it's constituents after some current and former members bounced a "few"
checks.
Speaker of the House Tom Foley
attempted for approximately five
minutes to bring the session to order;
however, these distinguished individuals were intent on discussing

Jeffrey A.
Cota
Editor

pertinent issues of the day. The situation reminded me of third graders
that had just returned from recess.
After settling down and placing their
pacifiers back in their mouths, it took
them all of IS minutes to table the
reform bill. The intensity of thedeliberations was just too much for me to
handle, so it was off to the Senate.
Figuring there was a remote chance
to salvage the day, as both houses
couldn't possibly be as inept as the
first, I was again looking forward to
the coming experience.
My worst fears came true, however. It was a very disappointing day.
The session became a game of who
will be the next to walk through the
door and back out. The entire 30minute visit in the gallery was enough
to make you want to "hurl."
The biggest laugh came nearly 15
minutes into the visit. I was experiencing a headache (you know one of
those that feel like you just had an
aneurism), so I placed my head in my
hands for a few minutes. Upon noticing I had done this, the Senate gallery

Pro-choice rally feeds pro-life fire
By GARY L. BAUER
President, Family Research Council

Here in Washington there was a
large pro-abortion demonstration,
with some significant pro-life
counter-demonstrations, the weekendof April5. The organizers claimed
half a million marchers; even if that
figure is inflated, it was still quite a
crowd.
Now, I have often been critical of
our local paper, The Washington Post,
for the pro-abortion slant of its coverage. In one sense, it was as bad as
ever, giving loads of free publicity to
ine march starting several days before it occurred.
Yet this time I must take off my hat
to the Post, because on Monday, April
6, the day following the march, it
gave its readers some analysis that
could not possibly have been what
the high command of NOW, NARAL,
and Planned Parenthood wanted to
read.
"Rally Draws Movement Veterans," said the headline on the same
page as the jump from the page-one

story on the march. The subhead:
"Poll Suggests Abortion-Rights
March Failed to Attract Diverse
Crowd."
This is heavy stuff. In Liberal-land
these days, if you're not "diverse",
you're nowhere.
The marchers were "mostly liberal,
mostly Democrats and most veterans
of previous abortion-rights rallies,"
the Post tells us. This runs contrary to
the spin that the groups that organized
the march generally try to give. Their
version, parroted uncritically by the
media after their last big pro-abortion
march three years ago, is that zillions
of people, of all ideologies and religions, who had never been politically
active before, are emerging to defend
the imperilled "right" to abortion.
This time the Post decided to do
some investigating. The results: the
march does not prove that "prochoice" is the mainstream American
view; rather, it proves that there are
half a million liberal activists in this
country. And that is hardly news.
The Post also published some re-

vealing survey results. Thirty-five
percent of the marchers came from
Washington D.C., Maryland and
Virginia — or the Washington metro
area. No cross-country treks on rickety buses here, just a subway ride.
Then, nearly half the marchers (48
percent) came from New York and
New Jersey — the New York metro
area. That's right: 83 percent of the
pro-abortion marchers came from the
New York City and Washington D.C.
areas. This was not America. This
was the Trump Shuttle regulars on
parade.
What about income? Only 8 percent of the marchers came from the
$ 12,000 to$19,999 bracket, the working poor. The largest income cohort,
at 35 percent, came from the $50,000+
bracket.
Ideology? Seventy-nine percent
described themselves as either liberal
or very liberal. Those who self-described themselves as conservatives
or very conservative totalled four
percent.
Ninety-six percent of the marchers

thought "the parents don't want another child" is an adequate reason for
abortion; only 32 percent of Americans agree. Ninety-six percent of the
marchers want a married woman to
be able to abort the child over her
husband's objections; only 33 percent of Americans agree. Ninetythree percent of the marchers want
teenagers to be able to obtain an
abortion without their parents being
notified; only 18 percent of Americans agree.
As if to make up for its superb work
on the demographics of the march,
the Post pivoted its coverage of the
event on the marchers' determination
to get involved in politics, as though
to signal that things are going to
change. But the figures show what
doesn't change: even after nineteen
years of unrestricted abortion, Americans remain deeply uneasy about the
taking ofpre-birth human life. Bringing the Beautiful People into Washington for a march on a spring day
does not make ordinary Americans
feel any more comfortable about it.

"We are taking these actions out of genuine concern for the well-being of
our employees and the
company's long-term
need to remain globally
competitive."
—Group President Jerry
Flaherty's reply after determining that the company no
longer needed 1,350 of its union workers. However, instead
of accepting some of the workers back now that the strike is
over, Caterpillar will cut jobs
through attrition and an early
retirement offer, according to
the April 17, Richmond Times.
See editorial on this page.
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Sweeney anticipates successful year for SGA
By BRANDIBARNUM
Champion Reporter

Beth Sweeney, arisingsenior and
executive vice president of SGA for
the second year in a row, chalks this
year up to a job well-done. Sweeney
feels that this was a very prosperous
year for SGA.
Although there has been controversy and upheaval over SGA and the
SGA elections, Sweeney feels that
student government did the best it
could, considering the circumstances.
"This year we have reaped a lot of
what previous SGA officers worked
hard for. We are just now seeing the
results of their hard work. We complemented one another. Yet, we have
worked hard to improve our relations
with the administration, and we are
really pleased with the outcome of
this year," Sweeney said.
As far as next year is concerned,

Sweeney is prepared to do all she can
to see SGA improve. As president of
the senate, she would like to see more
representation and student involvement She strongly believes that senate is still the most effective way for
students to voice their opinions.
"I feel that the administration views
the senate as important and looks
upon their efforts and tasks as valid
and beneficial; therefore we should
try to make the senate as effective and
efficient as possible," Sweeney said.
She would also like to continue to
improve building bridges to the administration.
Another goal for next year is to
continue to work for cooperation
with other Virginia schools.
"We have made a lot of contacts
this year, and we want to further
those contacts. We would like to see
more projects and community work

come from these connections,"
Sweeney said.
Contrary to the beliefs of some
students, SGA has accomplished quite
a few tasks this year. The group
sponsored Volleyball Madness, the
Habitat for Humanity project, the LU
CoffeeHouse, LU-LC Olympics, and
a resolution to allow the SGA president to sit in on the board of trustees.
Sweeney feels that all of these accomplishments have been helpful in
raising student morale.
One area that has been of great
concern to both students and faculty
was the fact that the student body no
longer has the right to vote on the
SGA secretary and treasurer positions.
The reason for this, according to
Sweeney, is the SGA budget has
grown and must be handled by skilled
people so it is used more efficiently.

Also, since these positions are not as
directly involved with students, it was
felt that these SGA oficers should be
appointed by SGA.
Sweeney feels the students still
have a voice in the matter through
their senators. 'This decision went
before the senate and was passed;
therefore the student body was represented," Sweeney commented.
"The senate is the voice of the students. They are elected by the students and thus represent the students.
The senate passed the resolution and
thus chose for the students. If the
students feel that they are unfairly
represented; then they should be more
careful who they elect as their senator," Sweeney said.
Sweeney realizes that SGA is not
flawless, but she honesdy feels that
the officers and senators work as hard
as they can and do their best to repre-

sent the students by serving as a bridge
with the administration.
"That is our sole purpose to be a
bridge with the administration to our
fullest extent," she said.
However, the SGA officers are fulltime students as well and can' t always
devote all the time needed to do all the
things that need to be done. In many
situations, their hands are tied. They
can only do so much, and the rest is up
to the administration.
This year especially, students have
voiced negative feelings toward SGA,
but Sweeney believes that the majority of the students view SGA in a
positive manner.
As far as those who feel negatively
toward SGA, Sweeney suggests that
maybe they just aren't aware of the
various student activities, or they
simply don'tknow all for which SGA
has been responsible.

Sweeney believes a turnaround in
school morale and pride is taking
place. This is evident, she believes
by the attendance and enthusiasm at
the basketball games, CoffeeHouse,
sand pit volleyball games and other
SG A-sponsored events and activities.
"The activities this year have been
better than any other year since I
have been here. I believe that the
students would agree if more students would paricipate in the acitvities. Ihopetoseeevenmoreacitvites
take place next year," Sweeney said.
Despite problems this year, however, Sweeney is looking forward to
next year.
"I feel that we have the opportunity
to do some big things next year not
only in our school, but in the community. I am looking forward to doing
my best to make it another great
year," Sweeney said.

The Vision provides excitement for Liberty students
By DANIELLE PETERS »
Champion Reporter

The Vision will be performing its
first "Concert of '92" April 24 at
David'sPlace.ItwUlte'Wsrockin'
concert of the year," according to lead
singer Lance Smith.
The band, comprised of members
Smith, Josh Sampson, Jeremy West,
Jim Williams andChuckBates, strives
to present music which is pertinent to
the culture of today's youth in light of
biblical teachings, which they incorporate in their lyrics. The goal is to
reach persons with the gospel, provide a means of worship relevant to
young people and to furnish quality,
Christian entertainment

"We want people to come out of
our concert feeling exhilarated from
the intense worship of the Lord,
touched by the ministry of the Spirit,
reflecting on the challenges we present in our music, and, finally, knowing they had a great time," Smith expressed.
The concert will incorporate many
facets of interest to LU students, including "a giant stage show" with
lights and effects, along with opening acts by COLORBLiND and "Kym
with a Y."
"Kym has one of the best stand-up
comedy routines at LU, as is evident
by anyone who has attended the
CoffeeHouse, and COLORBLiND

has yet perform all of their material,
using a pumping sound system. So
we're excited to have them play with
us." Smith commented.
The band itself caters to "LU students who love Christian rock music;
but if you don't like Guardian,
Whiteheart, or Petra you won't enjoy
The Vision," Smith said of their style.
The conceit will be held as a late
nightactivity.anda $2-cover charge
will be collected. All proceeds will
go toward funds the band is raising
for studio time this summer when it
will record three songs in Baltimore.
The demos will be packaged with
a video and printed material, describing the purpose of their ministry, and

sent to 1,000 regional churches. The
band hopes to be on the road every
weekend next semester, performing
for interested youth groups and
schools.
The band is excited to have its first
full concert, with its most recently
added members, Jim Williams and
Chuck Bates here at LU.
According to Smith, the band expressed appreciation to LU, which it
considers its home and family.
"We'd also like to extend a special
thank you to Jason Campbell, Bryan
Buckley, and Dean Mike Steward.
They've helped tremendously in helping us coordinate this special event," Lance Smith and Jeremy West of The Vision perform
Smith added.
during a previous concert at David's Place.
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Herb and Spice

Students need endurance to survive Creative cooking; let your
imagination be your guide
Have you ever noticed how the last
few weeks of classes are the hardest
of tl\e semester to endure? I mean,
even the "little engine that could"
would consider dropping with an "F."
Endurance is defined as," the ability to withstand hardship or stress; to
put up with or bear with patience."
It's when someone encourages you to
"hang in there just a little bit longer"
and proceeds to count, "o—n—e, one
thousand, t—w—o, one thousand, t—
h—r—e—e, one thousand."
I'U never forget the sunburn of 1988
(as opposed to the sunburn of' 89, '90,
or '91). A friend had invited me to his
beach-side condominium for the
weekend, and, like any redhead embarrassed to admit how easily he burns,
I graciously accepted.
I immediately purchased the only
sun block strong enough to protect
my luminouscomplexion—Sun Protection Formula ISO, which is the
equivalent of wearing a palm tree on
my head.
Unfortunately, I neglected to apply
the lotion on my partially clothed
body. As a result, exposed body parts
received third degree burns while the
others remained unscathed. I looked
like the flag of an emerging third
world country.
For the next two weeks, I thought I
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was going to die. Simple tasks such as
taking a shower or putting on shoes
transformed into monumental obstacles. Unexpected sneezes or afternoon naps were hideously painful.
Yet, something miraculous happened when I applied Aloe Vera to
my sunburned skin.
The moisture instantly soothed my
damaged skin cells. It healed my
physical pain and eased my mental
torment so that I could sleep once
again.
As college students, we too experience "burn out" during thefinalweeks
of the semester. We feel the physical
and mental effects of the atmosphere
to which we've been exposed.
And with so many tests and papers
to write, we often wonder how we'll
endure. Sometimes, we even search
for the strength necessary to make it
through the day.
Therefore, I encourage you to keep
the following in mind:
• You've already survived 144
church/chapel services this year, so

surely you can last 12 more.
• If you're feeling a little depressed, guys and girls intramural
Softball games provide serious entertainment
• You and your date (or significant
other) can see a good movie for only
$3 instead of $11.
• Mom serves the same food for
two nights straight, but the cafeteria
serves several foods for two nights
straight.
• If you don't like weather, just
calm down and wait a minute... it'll
probably change.
• Krispy Kreme Donuts (need I
say more?)
Atfirstglance, the exam pies above
may not appear to be adequate remedies for the struggle you're currently
experiencing. After all, they're just
small encouragements. Or are they?
Maybe that's the whole key to this
issue of endurance. Perhaps there's
no single reason to "hang in there."
Maybe it's the challenge of finding
those little inspirations that keeps us
going.
Besides, it's these exact "hardships" that we'll someday remember
with the greatest fondness.
I'd better finish this article now.
You wouldn't want me to get a burn,
now would you?

After a long day of classes, meetings, studying and working out, I returned home last night and instinctively scavenged through my kitchen
pantry and refrigerator. I was looking for some good food to digest
quickly, but there was nothing to be
found.
Domino's Pizza was just a phone
call away, and McDonald's was only
a two-minute drive; but when I moved
off campus, I vowed to eat healthier
by giving up fast food, ground beef
and greasy pizza.
Therefore, I gathered the energy to
travel to the nearest Winn Dixie for a
grocery run.
First on the list was fresh vegetables — yellow squash, red leaf lettuce and plum tomatoes. The squash
was for steaming with a little butter
and creole spice. I selected the lettuce
and tomatoes for a starter salad with
a light olive oil and red wine vinegar
dressing.
Second, I stopped in the dairy section for some mozzarella cheese (I
know it's fattening, but it is calciumrich).
I then proceeded to the meat section for my favorite food — lamb.
Chops and shoulder cuts are very

Answers Please

"Integrity, because it's what
you do when
people see you
as you are that
really counts."

"Knowledge in
both domestic and
foreign affairs and
respect especially
for the domestic
affairs.'"
Rhondalee Braithwaite

Ric Thompson
Las Vegas, Nev.

Grand Turk, Wis.

lean on fat and grill quite easily. The
perfect seasoning for them is fresh
garlic with salt, pepper and rosemary.
For starch, I serve pasta shells or
roasted red potatoes.
Fresh fruit such as peaches, kiwis,
melons and strawberries rounded out
the trip. During the spring and summer, most fruits are abundant in stores
and relatively inexpensive.
This food made for an economically affordable and respectably nutritious meal. The ingredients cost
approximately $3.
Another quick fix entree is the
Mexican quesadilla. This has become the most popular item with my
roommates and guests. If you've ever
had one in a restaurant, you understand how good they are.
The ingredients are very simple: a
meat filling (chicken, beef or sausage), grated cheese, diced tomatoes
and onions, a sliced avocado and flour
tortilla shells (in the grocer's dairy

By Ross Perkins
Special to the Champion
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"Openess should
be present. People
want to know
what's going on in
their country at all
times."

*
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Blake Miller

Mark A. Sekowik

Van Ellison

Detroit, Mich.

Syracuse, N.Y.

Philadelphia,

section).
Start by frying each sfieil in one
tablespoon of oil in a large skillet.
Fry them for about 20 seconds per
side (you need two shells per person).
Preheat the oven to 400 degrees.
Place one of the shells on a flat
surface. Layer the meatfillingaround
it, and add the tomatoes, onion and
avocado atop thefilling.Sprinkle the
cheese on last — it melts and holds
the top to the rest of the stuff.
Place the second shell on top of the
cheese, and bake it in the oven for
aboutfiveminutes. Or microwave it
for approximately one minute. When
it's done, top it with a dollop of sour
cream and cut into four sections for
serving.
The secret of cooking is to simply
let your imagination flow. Picture
what foods might be good together,
and go from there! During the five
years I've spent in restaurants and
kitchens, I've always attempted to be
creative with whatever food I was
preparing.
Quesadillas (which I perfect, not
invent) are just one such example of
how a combination of many different ingredients work together to ,
achieve a delicious masterpiece.

gQ TOP TEN COUNTDO

*

Robert Miller
Tampa, Fla.

"Good morals and
honesty from
someone who will
take a stand in
what he believes in
and not what you
want to hear."

"A presidential
candidate needs
the kind of face a
"Saturday Night
Live" cast member can imitate."

Stall columnist

By Danielle Peters

What should be an important quality
in a presidential candidate?
"Experience is
necessary to
govern and
administrate,
but he also must
have strength
and authority."

Chris
Phelps

Top Ten reasons
for late papers
10. You haven't been able to think of a good title since
January.
9. There isn't enough course work from other classes to keep
you busy at this time of the year.
8. You love the challenge of going 148 consecutive hours
without sleep during the last week of the semester.
7. You're one of those dedicated students who just read the
syllabus yesterday.
•
6. You watched the classic spring sporting events like the
WWF SuperBout and Ladies' All-Star Candlepin Bowling.
5. Your life motto is "pressured inspiration is the joy of
procrastination."
4. Your professor points out the fine print on line 3, of
paragraph 6, on page 387, which states that there is,
in fact, a paper due for the class.
3. You know that you can get a better grade in three days
than someone who spent all semester on his/her paper.
2. Acts 10:42 (KJV) says that God will judge the quick and
the dead, and you don't want to be either.
1. You graduate in May with a good job already secured and
frankly, you don't give a rip.
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Nature Sings of God
There is a living melody
That nature loves to sing to me,
A winsome, lively, lovely song
Of trust in God when life is wrong
She hums a high exquisite air
That bees and birds and wild things share.
With notes as light as a fawn's footfall,
She hums and strums, "God cares for all."
She sings a lullaby with rain,
Keeps time upon my windowpane.
Her theme song, with rapturous flare,
Says, "The Lord our God is everywhere."

photo by Ann Wharton

Springtime often brings newlife into the world, including this
three-week old calf.

photo by J

Springtime marks the return of the beautiful sunsets that decend behind the picturesque Blue Ridge Mountains.

She trills a bright sweet harmony
Of wild life moving swift and free,
Composing melodies that grow
Into song that breathes, "God knows, He knows."

Spring celebrates glory of creation
By DAVID HART
Champion Reporter

It swells with sounds of life that grows,
Of water that falls and overflows,
Of rippling sunlight in golden streams,
Of deep cool woods in early spring.

Perhaps no season better celebrates the glory of creation. It
signifies the passage of time. It heralds the renewal of life. It is
Spring.
Just a few weeks ago, the sun disappeared behind a hazy veil to
slip behind the distant mountains. Clouds gathered in the evening
sky and conspired to unleash a torrential downpour. The next
morning, murky puddles spattered unsuspecting pant legs.
In Spring, however, the sun is slowly absorbed by the horizon
and tickles the tree tops with its last rays of warmth. Clouds
capture the fleeting hues of color and share them with countless
onlookers. And the next morning, dew clings to blades of grass
to greet weary travellers.
Suddenly, a transformation occurs in the heart of all who
encounter Spring's beauty. While crossing the ravine, one

The song she sings is e'er the same
In sunshine, shadow, snow, or rain.
So many shades of tone has she
To create this living rhapsody.
It's whispered song on forest floor,
Rising lighter and higher as it soars
To Him who made all things that are,
To echo praise on moon and star.

surrenders the usual conversation with one's self to the robins
and finches overhead.
Individuals desert blue sofas inside DeMoss Hall for blue skies
above the courtyard. Classmates congregate around stone benches
to study for impendingfinalexams, and couples claim a favorite
patch of grass to simply one another's company.
Students alleviate the stress of demanding schedules with the
relaxation of leisure activities. Footballs and baseballs emerge
from the depths of cluttered closets. People flock to sand pit
volleyball down at David's Place or perhaps the serenity of
Peakesview Park.
And in so doing, the true meaning of the season is demonstrated. For Spring is more than the mere blooming of flowers or
birth of a newborn. It symbolizes both the passage of time and
the emergence of life.

Nicole Morse and Andrew
Johnson cruise with the
T-top down In his Trans Am
(picture at left). Beth
Grenier and Kevin Guerrero
enjoy a quiet discussion
behind mansion (bottom
photo). Rhonda Culp
speeds down a slide at
Peaks View Park while her
sister Robyn waits at the
top (photo at right).

Who layeth the beams of his chambers in the waters: who maketh
the clouds his chariot: who walketh upon the wings of the wind:
— Psalm 104:3
By Dorothy Teel

Vv

Art Crouch
attempts a shot
over the net at
the sandpit
volleyball courts
at David's Place
(photo at left). A
basset hound
puppy creeps
out from behind
a tulip during a
warm spring day
(photo at right).
photo by Ml

S. Smith

photo by Dav« Hart

photo by Jail S. Smith
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Appeals court rules Barry's sentence was proper
By MICHAEL YORK
Thfl Washington Post
The Los Angeles Times-Washington Post News Wire

WASHINGTON — Six days before former District of Columbia
Mayor Marion Barry's scheduled
release from prison, the U.S. Court of
Appeals ruled Friday that his sentence for cocaine possession was
proper.
The decision in the appeal, which
wasfiledshortly after Barry began
serving his six-month sentence, came
too late to significantly affect Barry's
prison stay. But it marks, said his

lawyer, the end of "this chapter" of
Barry's life.
In its ruling, the court said that the
trial judge, Thomas Pcnfield, was not
legally obligated to remove himself
from the case for criticizing jurors
who acquitted Barry of felony charges.
Barry, who was found guilty of a
single misdemeanor charge after his
trial, has portrayed himself as a political prisoner. Before and after his
conviction, he said the long investigation and prosecution of him was
both politically and racially motivated.
Jackson, as well as the three appeals

judges who issued Friday's rulings,
were nominated by Republican presidents.
It remains unclear whether Barry's
future will include a political race
anytime soon. Many have conjectured
that Barry will challenge D.C. Council member Wilhelmina J. Rolark
this fall.
Barry' s most ardent supporters have
arranged a caravan of buses to accompany him during his trip home
from federal prison on Thursday, and
a gospel service will be held in his
honor two days later.

Barry's conviction was based on
testimony from a longtime friend, Dos
Crenshaw, who testified that she used
cocaine with Barry in her room at the
Mayflower Hotel in November 1989.
After Jackson sentenced Barry on
Oct 26,1990, the judge told a group
of Harvard law students that the
government's case against Barry was
"overwhelming." Additionally,
Jackson said in his speech that he
believed four jurors in the case were
determined to acquit the mayor from
the start of the trial and that they misled Jackson about their objectivity

during jury selection.
It was those remarks that provided
much of the basis for Barry's appeal
of his sentence.
Shortly after the appeal, Barry entered a federal prison camp in Petersburg, Va., to start serving his sentence.
At the same time, Barry's lawyers
filed a second appeal, arguing that if
Jackson had not been required to
disqualify himself from thefirstsen-

•HOUSEHOLD GOODS -COMMERCIAL
•AUTO/VAN/BOATS -SUPPLIES/ STOCKS

A PLUS

American Airlines initiates airfare war
By JESUS SANCHEZ
The Los Angeles Times
The Los Angeles Times-Washington Post News Wire

Travelers jammed airline reservation phone lines this week, and
advance bookings soared at some
carriers as the public responded enthusiastically to a new set of air fares
offering dramatic savings.
But that enthusiasm may wane in
the months ahead.
The new air fare schedule, initiated
Monday by American Airlines, has
been heavily advertised as simplifying and lowering the cost of U.S. air
travel. But it may also further weaken
struggling carriers, said industry observers, and allow the surviving carriers to raise fares more easily.
While the number of airlines has
already shrunk dramatically, the new
plan, if it sticks, may speed up the
ongoing concentration of power and
clout among fewer and fewer airlines.
Already, the three so-called mega-

carriers, American, Delta and United,
have gobbled up nearly 60 percent of
U.S. passenger traffic.
"It's one more step in what I would
call the natural consolidation of the
market," said George Pearson, vice
president of information services at
Avitas, a Washington-based aviation
consulting firm.
The airlines that have the most to
lose under the new fare plan, America
West, Continental and Trans World
Airlines are regarded as outlaws by
theirfinanciallystronger competitors.
They have been blamed for triggering costly fare wars to raise cash, and
they spoiled industry-wide attempts
to raise fares earlier this year.
The three have adopted various lowcost, low-fare strategies as they have
struggled to emerge out of Chapter 11
bankruptcy protection from creditors.
Offering substantial savings is often the only way a weaker carrier can
make up for shortfalls in service or

flight schedules.
With the notable exception of
Southwest Airlines, most of the carriers that embraced low-fare strategies
have either landed in bankruptcy court
or on a long list of airline obituaries.
People's Express, Midway, Braniff
and Pan Am all flew the low-fare
approach to failure.
American A irlines chairman Robert
Crandall, who unveiled the new fare
schedule that was quickly copied by
most of the industry, has been an
outspoken critic of the carriers in
Chapter 11, But Crandall has strongly
denied the new fare plan was aimed at
hurting the financially struggling
carriers.
TWA has the most to lose under the
new plan, said industry analysts.
This year, the airline slashed unrestricted coach andfirst-classfares in
a successful strategy to attract lastminute business travelers. But those
passengers now stand to save less

money under the new fare plan that
lowered the average coach fare by 38
percent andfirstclass fares up to SO
percent.
For example, the $700 TWA round
trip coach fare between Los Angeles
and New York was about 46 percent
less than the $1,504 American Airlines price under the old schedule.
Today, after American lowered their
unrestricted coach fare to $920, the
TWA fare is only 23 percent cheaper.
TWA, which has reduced fares on
other routes to attempt to keep 30 to
40 percent below the competition,
said its share of passenger traffic on
the Los Angeles-New York route has
not shrunk as a result of the smaller
price gap.
"The gap is less, but prices are still
lower," said a TWA spokeswoman.
"We still think it will count for something. If a consumer is looking for the
best price out there, we are still lower
by a few hundred dollars."

STORAGE
10105 Timberlake Rd.
Lynchburg, VA 24502
804-237-STOW (7869)

in an investigation or who has agreed
to plead guilty.
The Washington Post
The charges against Risenhoover
The Los Angeles Times-Washington Post News Wire
include
conspiracy to conceal a
WASHINGTON—The drug and
material
fact
and possession of coembezzlement investigation involvcaine.
ing employees of the House Post
Risenhoover's lawyer, Harold B.
Office widened Friday, as drug posMartin,
was out of town Friday and
session and obstruction of justice
could
not
be reached for comment.
charges were filed against a superviRisenhoover,
the former chief clerk
sor, Dorothea Niki Risenhoover.
Risenhoover, 33, the daughter of

in charge of the House Post Office is

Theodore M. Risenhoover, a former
Democratic congressman from Oklahoma, is the fifth former House employee to be charged in the investigation. A spokesman for U.S. Attorney
Jay B. Stephens said Friday the probe
was continuing.
The nature of the charges against
Risenhoover indicated that she is
cooperating in the investigation. The
charges against Risenhoover were not
filed in the usual manner, with an
indictment, but by a criminal
information. An information, which
has the same effect as an indictment
but does not require action by a grand
jury, normally is used only in cases
with a defendant who is cooperating

a patronage employee and worked in
the basement of the Longworth House
Office Building. She was identified
last month as allegedly having obtained drugs from a subordinate, as
well as being aware of a shortage in
the subordinate's cash drawer.
Operations at the House Post Office have been under investigation for
a year. The House postmaster since
1972, Robert V. Rota, resigned last
month amid allegations of improprieties by staff members. A new acting
postmaster, Michael J. Shinay, has
been named, and the House has decided to abolish the position of postmaster and turn over outside mail
functions to the U.S. Postal Service.

According to the criminal information, Risenhoover conspired with
other employees of the House Post
Office "to conceal and cover up" embezzlement by her subordinate, Wendell Magruder. Magruder, 32, who
has been indicted, is charged with
embezzling 513,997 in cash and
stamps, conspiracy to conceal a material fact and conspiracy to possess cocaine.
Other former House postal employees, Yvonne M. Welborne, Celia
Gutierrez and Edward C. Pogue III,
have pleaded guilty to embezzlement
and are cooperating with prosecutors.
The criminal information alleged
that between December 1988 and
January 1989,Risenhoover discussed
with Magruder that he had embezzled
money and stamps from the post office. In March 1990, the criminal
information alleged, Risenhoover
purchased cocaine from Magruder.
During an interview last November with a U.S. Postal Service
inspector, Magruder said that when
he sold narcotics, "Risenhoover was
the only steady customer ... usually
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The Washington Post
The Los Angeles Times-Washington Post News Wire

As the 20th anniversary of the
Watergate break-in draws near, the
Western world should brace for a new
flurry of media speculation about the
identity of Deep Throat.
The reappraisals include the unusual spectacle of one Washington
Post reporter, Walter Pincus, trying
to identify the source of another
Washington Post reporter, Bob
Woodward, for a television program
on Watergate. Woodward was interviewed this week by CBS correspondent Mike Wallace for the program,
which will air around the June 17 anniversary.
In a story in the current issue of Atlantic magazine, James Manna, former Post reporter, draws on his previous friendship with Woodward in
arguing that Deep Throat had to have
worked at the FBI. Mann names three
FBI officials from that era as possible
suspects.
Woodward, an assistant managing
editor at The Post, said in an interview
that he sees no reason to break the
confidentiality pledge he extended in
1972, when the source was feeding
him information about the investigation into Watergate.
"Any reporter who's ever had a
good source knows how important
and vital sources are to the news
business,"he said. "My feelings about
it are almost ecclesiastical."
Woodward said Deep Throat "ob-

viously" still wants his identity
protected, but would not say when
they last discussed the matter. "I'm
just not going to get into that," he
said.
"In lots of people's eyes, Deep
Throat is someone of great conscience
and purpose, and in other people's
eyes he's a snitch."
The Deep Throat tale took on an air
of mythology after Richard Nixon
resigned in 1974, and Woodward and
Carl Bernstein wrote a best-selling
book about their Watergate reporting. Hal Holbrook played the supersecret source in the movie version of
"All the President's Men."
The Deep Throat mystery is among
the questions to be explored in a television program being produced by
CBS News and Post-Newsweek stations, the string of stations owned by
The Washington Post Co.
Pincus, an off-air reporter for the
broadcast, said thousands of pages of
documents from the FBI and the
Watergate special prosecution force
help shed light on Deep Throat's
identity, showing that the bureau was
far ahead of the press in investigating
Watergate.
"Clearly, one of the unanswered
questions about Watergate is Deep
Throat, and we'll naturally explore
it," Pincus said. "You can't redo
Watergate without dealing with that
question. ..W ho Deep Throat is or was
is an interesting question, but the real
thing is to remind people how a
president manipulated an election and

kept an investigation bottled up."
"During the summer and early fall
of 1972," Mann writes, "Woodward
wrote to me repeatedly of 'my source
at the FBI,' or, alternatively, of 'my
friend at the FBI', eachtimemaking
it plain that this was a special, and
unusually well-placed, source."
Mann recalls Woodward telking to
him in September 1972, the day after
the indictments were returned against
the burglars who broke into the Democratic Party headquarters.
In the book "All the President's
Men," Mann observes that Wood ward
said he telephoned Deep Throat the
day after the indictments were
handed down. Two days later The
Post published a major Watergate
story, "Secret Fund Tied to Intelligence Use."
Mann dismissed suggestions that
he may have violated a confidence by
disclosing his private conversations
with Woodward.
"It's been 20 years," Mann said. "I
don't see what possible harm there
could be to a source after 20 years. I
think this is a matter of history. The
motivations of the person who became known as Deep Throat are a
matter of history."
Woodward has revealed several
sources for his other books, including
former CI A director William J. Casey
and former Supreme Court justice
Potter Stewart, but only after their
deaths. "I've never had anyone ask
me to extend anonymity past their
death," he said.
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WEDDING INVITATIONS
latest styles, budget prices.
Service Printing -1201
Commerce (3 blocks off
expressway - downtown)
845-3681 Deborah
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you're in Lynchburg!
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$100 worth of cocaine, to Ms. Risenhoover at least once a week and more
often if she had the money," according to the Postal Inspection memo of
the interview.
During the November interview
Please send me The Champion to:
with federal postal inspectors,
i Nat"
Magruder said Risenhoover, who was
his supervisor, "had been aware of |
the shortage (of cash and stamps in i
his drawer) for over one year ... and p f
always spoke to him about trying to .
repay the shortage," according to the l Jr llOH.0 -,•„•••••
Postal Inspection memo.

Anniversary of Watergate break-in
revives 'Deep Throat' speculations
By HOWARD KURTZ

ALEX MURRAY
Manager/Builder

SPECIAL UNITS FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

Drug, embezzlement investigation widens
By MICHAEL YORK

tencing in 1990, he clearly was obligated to do so in 1991 after making
his remarks at Harvard.
In ruling that Jackson was not legally obligated to have excused him,
the appeals court noted that a judge
need not step down from a case unless
his impartiality is questioned. And
then, the appealscourt said, thejudge's
purportedly biased opinion must be
based on something he learned outside the courtroom.

1

CHILDREN'S DAY
AT THE MARKET
Saturday, May 9 - 8am - 2pm

PART-TIME JOB; LOW
HOURS! BIG$$! No hard
sales; trustworthy company;
paid monthly; easy plans need
no experience; apply to:
Twinwoods Int'l, 214 Shotts
Court, Cary.NC 27511.
AMERICAN BENEFITS
PLUS, Christian Company
endorsed by Pat Robertson
offers exciting opportunity
helping families save money on
products and services. 2601 B
Anthony Place Lynchburg, Va.
24501. 803-384-7901
REWARD: $500. For information
leading to the identification of
person (s) responsible for maliciously damaging 1991 Toyota
Celica belonging to Marj Burdic.
Please call campus security.
TUTORING: Certified teacher
would like to tutor in Kindergarten
and grade one. 9 years teaching
experience. $12.00/hr. 239-3338
after 5 p.m.
MANAGERIAL POSITION
AVAILABLE for men's basketball for 1992-93 school year. Prefer candidate with previous managerial experience or high school
sports background. Contact Basketball Office at ext. 2337.

Face Painting, a Petting Zoo, BMX & Rollerblading
Freestyle Exhibitions, performances by The Branches
Karate Exhibitions, Clowns and all your favorite
Storybook Characters!!
Don't miss your chance to be part of all the fun
at this Fairytale Wonderland!
Main at 12th Street, Lynchburg (804) 847-1499

SUMMER OR TERM ROOMS
for young men. New house, completey furnished. Near university.
239-3859.
EXPERIENCED DRYWALL
hanger wanted. Call 239-3859.
CRUISE JOBS
Cruise Lines Now Hiring. Earn
$2,000+ per month working on cruise
ships. World travel! Holiday, Summer and Full-time employment available. For Employment Program call
1-206-545-4155 ext. C 348
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Eagles sweep three from LU
Optimism
can create
false ideas
It seems in my years of
following sports there has always
been a wave of optimism that hits
every team at the beginning of a
new season. This includes the
fans, players and athletes.
It doesn't matter what team you
choose to follow. It could be the
Montreal Expos, the Lynchburg
Red Sox or the LU football team.
You always feel at the beginning
of the season that the team you
follow is the best and will not lose
all season. Everybody involved
with the team from the coaches to
the fans in the stands feels this
way.
Obviously somebody picks the
winner and follows the best team
all year, but the winners are few
and far between. For every World
Series winner, there are 25 other
teams that don't win. For every
Big South champion, there are
seven schools that don't win.
So why is it that we the fans,
athletes and coaches think this idea
that we are following the best team?
First of all, I believe that it is
necessary for the fans to have these
winning delusions, real or imagined, in order to build fan support.
Who would bother coming out to a
sporting event if they already
thought that their team was going
to lose? Not that many fans support losing teams. Fair-weather
fans are populous in the world.
This is why at the beginning of
every season fans build false ideas
that their team will "win it all."
Second of all, athletes need to
believe they are a good team in
order to play. What kind of performance would a team put forth if
they thought they were a bad club?
It would probably be a losing performance every time out
A prime example of this is teams
that really have talent but experience key misfortunes that cause
them to lose a few games early in
the season. It may result in a snowball of more and more losses,
whether or not it was the team's
fault The players lose confidence,
and when this happens, the team
loses. Then it becomes acceptable
to lose, and what once looked like
a bright season has turned into a
total collapse of the team.
If the players can build their
confidence up high enough at the
start of the season and win a few
games, I believe that an inferior
team can overcome the lack of
talent it has and become a winning
ballclub.
Examples of this happen every
summer in Major League Baseball. A team that has quality players and loses early in the season
makes a habit of losing in May and
is buried 20 games out of first
place by July. As soon as this team
is out of contention, they start
winning and playing like they are
capable of.
Is this a case of the team becoming good all of a sudden, or is it
confidence being built by the players?
Thirdly, the coach needs to have
a winning attitude and transfer that
to his team. However, coachesmust
beware of putdng too much stock
in his team's success at the beginning of a season, because it only
transfers unnecessary pressure to
the athletes to live up to thecoach's
expectations.
Too many times teams fail because of the undue pressure applied by coaches and tans. Coaches
and athletes need to deal with this
problem. There is no reason to
expect more than what the players
can accomplish. It seems it would
be smarter for players and coaches
not to place this pressure on themselves. The job of placing high expectations is up to the fans.
The bottom line is that there
should be a difference between the
optimism of fans and the optimism
of players and coaches. Fan optimism results in support for the
team, even when they are bad.
Coach and player optimism should
be realistic, so no added pressure
is placed on either side.

By MIKE GATHMAN
Sports Editor

The Liberty Flames baseball team
travelled to Rock Hill, S.C., for a
three-game series against Winthrop
College and were swept all three
games, 14-0, 13-4 and 2-1 while
dropping it's record to 18-18-1 for
the season.
On Friday afternoon the Flames
dropped the first game by a score of
14-0. In the game LU only picked up
five hits and had six errors.
Shortstop Dan McGinnis and rightfielder Danny Brahn led the Flames
with two hits each including a double
for Brahn. First baseman Mike Kreider picked up the other hit for LU.
Chad Fox started pitching for Liberty and gave up eight hits and seven
runs in six innings of work. Hepicked
up his first loss of the season, dropping his recordto2-1.
Rob Egel, Tim Collins and Chris
Wick finished the game for Liberty
giving up a combined seven runs on
eight hits. Of the 14 runs given up in
the game,fivewere unearned due to
errors.
Carl Dale pitched the complete
game for Winthrop to improve
his record to 2-2 on the season.
He struck out four batter while
walking only two.
On Saturday the Flames played a
doubleheader and lost thefirstgame
13-4 in seven innings.
LU's only lead of the day came in
thefirstinning after leftfielder Charlie Kim led off with a double and
scored on a single and an error hit by
McGinnis.
After being down 10-1 in the fifth
inning, the Flames scored their final
three runs on back-to-back-to-back
singles by Kim, Kreider and McGinnis and the help of errors.
McGinnis led the offense with three
hits infiveat-bats, all singles.
Pitcher Rodney Ashby started for
the Flames on the mound and was
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George Mason's Jerry Frulio slides In safely under the tag of the Flames' Jeremy Tully during a wild game that the Flames
eventually won by a score of 15-13 Wednesday afternoon at Worthlngton Field.
shelled for 10 hits and 10 runs in four
innings dropping his record to 5-2 for
the year.
Collins and Egel pitched the last
two innings and gave up two and one
run respectively.
The Eagles' offense pounded out
12 hits against LU's pitching staff
including six walks.
In the second game of the doubleheader Saturday afternoon, the Flames

lost a close game by a score of 2-1.
Hard-luck pitcher Rich Humphrey
pitched the complete game giving up
seven scattered hits for two runs with
only one being earned. He struck out
three and walked two throughout the
game. The loss dropped Humphrey's
record to 3-4 and dropped his teamleading ERA down to 2.41.
The offense never gave Humphrey
a chance as they only collected one

run on three hits. The lone run
scored in the seventh inning after a
leadoff double by Brahnresultedin a
run. Joe Bonadio knocked Brahn
home with two outs in the inning on a
double. Jeremy Tully picked up the
only other hit for the Flames' offense
that afternoon.
The only offense the Eagles could
muster was a leadoff triple in the fifth
inning followed by a single, a passed

ball and a sacrifice fly.
The three wins improved Winthrop
College to 19-23 for the season and
dropped the Flames back to .500 at
18-18-1.
The Flames' record in the Big South
Conference has now dropped to 5-91 with the three losses to Winthrop
College. This Saturday LU plays its
final two conference games with a
doubleheader against Radford.

Man conquers trail
with seeing-eye dog
By JENNIFER S.BLANDFORD
Champion Reporter
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After becoming a Christian, BIN Irwin hiked the Appalachian
Trail with the help of his seelng-eye dog Orient.

LU students received a dose of
encouragement at a time when it was
needed from a blind man, Bill Irwin,
and his seeing-eye dog.
Irwin, who with his faithful
seeing-eye dog Orient, successfully
completed a hike of the treacherous
1,267.9 mile hike over the
Appalachian Trail in nine months
and 13 days.
Irwin, 51, from Burlington, N.C.,
lost his sight when he was just 28years-old to a disease called chorioretinitis.
Although Irwin is now a Christian
with a powerful testimony, he has not
been a Christian for long. It was not
until 1988 that Irwin was saved from
a life of alcohol and four ruined
marriages.
"For the first 25 years of my life, I
was a slave to any thing that felt good,"
he explained. I was led to a spiritual
awakening when my son came forward with a cocaine habit that was
costing him $3,000 a day and almost
cost him his life."
It was while his son was in the
hospital fighting to live that Irwin

realized his life also needed a change.
He then surrendered his life and his
alcoholism to God, after checking
into a rehabilitation center. He had
never thought that he was an alcoholic undl, for the first time, he was
forced to do without alcohol for several months.
Later, during a camping trip with
his family along the Blue Ridge Parkway, he asked God to reveal to him
what he could do with his life.
"Young people, I wanttowarn you
about asking God for revelations. You
had better be prepared for anything.
You just might end up hiking for
2,000 miles," he said.
That is exactly what happened to
Irwin, and he began his hike in Georgia on March 8,1990, and completed
the hike on Nov. 21 in Maine.
Many experiences and people
now stand out in is mind, but the
people that he met along the way
were the reasons that God led him
to make the hike.
One particular person that he
mentioned in his testimony was
a young reporter for the local
newspaper in Maine with whom
he allowed a personal interview

after finishing the trail.
When she asked him what motivated him to hike the Appalachian
Trail, he answered: "God led me."
Because of that interview, he was
able to lead her to the Lord.
Irwin met David Horton, the
chairman of LU's physical
education department and the
world-record holder for the fastest
run of the Appalachian Trail, about
one year after the hike, and since then
they have been close friends.
"Although Irwin's trip took
the longest time and my trip took
the shortest time, there are still
so many things that we have in
common because of it," Horton
said. "He is a wonderful,
marvelous Christian."
Irwin offered II Corinthians 5:7 as
advice to the student body of LU:
"For we walk by faith, not by sight."
"That's a verse that I cling to. It's
good advice foreveryone," Irwin said.
Irwin, is the author of a book,
Blind Courage, has produced a
video entitled, Amazing Grace,
covering his personal tesdmonys
and his experiences on the
Appalachian Trail.

Sport management grows in popularity
BySHANAHUFF
Champion Reporter

In its third year LU's sport
management program, directed by Dr.
Dale Gibson, has become one of the
fastest growing majors on campus.
"We estimate that there are approximately 150 people who have
committed to the program," Gibson
said. "Since the spring of 1989 we
have had approximately 200 to 250
students go through the introduction
to sport management class."
The first sport management class
was offered in the spring of 1989.
Gibson wrote the program in late
spring of 1988 after survey of
campus students showed an interest
in the program.
Gibson stated that in order to have
the sport management program at LU,
i

there had to be two faculty members
who possessed doctorates degree with
a specialization in sport management
or a related field. Dr. Roy Yarbrough
assists Gibson in the program by directing internships within the field.
When the program was first
introduced, it required a business
minor. Now the minor is only strongly
recommended. Other recommended
minors include marketing, management or journalism.
'There are over 100 schools and
universities that have the sport management program at the graduate or
undergraduate level," Gibson said.
"We train people stricdy for the sport
field in this program, people in the
management of sport, including college athletic administration. Graduates can go on to do such things as

managing a fitness facility, marketing sports products and being
involved in deket sales and event
management. They can also work
in the (NCAA) compliancerelated field."
"The diversity of the program enables me to be qualified in many areas
of sport after graduation," Kim
Garrison, a junior said.
Students in the program are required to do a praclicum and must
also do an internship that equals at
least 400 hours. The internship is
chosen by the student.
"The internship is the backbone of
the program," Gibson said. "We have
been fortunate that with the 12 interns
we have sent out, all have been offered full-time jobs."
Jon Rector, a senior sport manage»

ment major, did his internship with
Clemson University. After he graduates he plans to pursue a master's
degree in business and hopes to work
in Clemson's athletic department.
"A degree in sport management
will provide the balance of sound
business principles and the knowledge of sport necessary to be an effective administrator on the professional
and collegiate level," Rector said.
LU is sending out 24 interns this
summer. Students are able to do
internships with organizations such
as the Washington Bullets, American
Hockey League, Charlotte Motor
Speedway, Major League Baseball,
the National Football League and
missionary sport groups.
"One reason for the program's
success is that we teach them that no

job is too small. Start from the bottom
and work up," Gibson said.
LU's sport management program
gained national attention at a conference for individuals involved in sports
business that was held thefirstweek
in April.
"During the conference Dr. James
Mason, who established the first sport
management program in 1966, praised
LU during a general session as having
a top notch program," Gibson said.
Gibson and Yarbrough were asked
to lead a round table discussion on
internships.
"The program has exceeded expectations," Gibson said. "Schools are
calling us about writing the program
and internships. Liberty is now a
major force in sport management on
a national level."

»
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is team loses fifth
match in last six tries

By BRIAN SPERLING
Champion Reporter

The LU tennis team lost 6-3 to
Averett College Tuesday for the
team's fifth loss in their last six
matches. AC won thefirstfivesingles
matches to clinch the win early.
After dropping the first set 7-6,
Raphael Cardoso fought back to
claim a 6-4 win in the second set
forcing the decisive tie-breaker.
However, his opponent turned his
play up a notch and stunned Cardoso
6-1 in thefinalset.
Danny Fariss had the chance to
even the match but ran into trouble
early as he dropped thefirstset 6-0.
He couldn't recover from the setback as he was blanked in the second
set by an identical 6-0 score.
After Chris Johnson fell in the
third match, Averett upped the lead
to 4-0 against David Scoggin. After
falling 6-0 in the first set, Scoggin
fought before falling 6-2 in the second to put the Flames on the verge of
defeat
The Flames did not fall quietly as
Matt Gribbin fought back from a 6-

2 defeat in thefirstset to battle for a
7-6 win in the second, keeping LU
alive. However, he fell 6-4 in a
highly contested set to give Averett
a 5-0 cushion.
Donnie Johnson got the Flames
on the board by sweeping the final
singles match by disposing of his
opponent in straight sets 7-5,6-0.
In doubles competition. Averett
jumped to a 6-1 lead as Fariss and C.
Johnson fell 8-1 in a pro-set match.
The Flames grabbed the last two
matches of the day behind a strong
performance from Cardoso and D.
Johnson, 8-6. In the final match of
the day, Scoggin and Gribbin
claimed an 8-5 victory.
Last Monday, the Flames were
blanked 6-0 by Old Dominion at the
LU tennis courts. The match may
have been the toughest of the year as
the Monarchs entered the match
ranked number two in the state.
The singles matches were dominated by ODU as they swept all six
matches with ease. The Flames did
not play the Monarchs in any
doubles competition.

Martin copes with tough season
ronment and the opportunity to become involved in a Division I baseball program.
"When I decided to go to Old
Dominion,Iwasn'taChristian. After
I received Christ in the summer of
1990,1 wanted to go to a Christian
school and be on a team that served
the Lord," he said.
I grew up in church, but I quit going
when I was in high school because I
didn't think I needed it anymore," he
said. "My freshman year in college,
I became acquainted with Bobby
Moranda, UVa's assistant baseball
coach. The Lord worked through him
to witness to me. A few months later,
Beau Martin
I got saved in my home church."
LU baseball player
Martin's friendship with Moranda
School, Martin lettered in baseball still continues.
"During the fall, I went to some of
his sophomore, junior and senior
years. During his senior year, he UVa's football games," he said.
"Sometimes when I go up there I'll
made the All-Tournament team.
Martin was recruited by Old Do- stay with him during the weekends."
His teammates from Old Dominminion University after high school.
After redshirting his first year, he ion treated him different after he
playedfirstbase and catcher for the became a Christian because they did
Monarchs the following two years. not understand his commitment.
"My friends at Old Dominion were
Martin stated that he chose to transfer to Liberty because he liked the skeptical after I got saved. It was hard
combination of the Christian envi- for them to understand because I had

BySHANAHUFF
Champion Reporter

The fall of 1991 brought a welcome
addition to the Flames' baseball team:
transfer student from Old Dominion
Beau Martin.
Earlier this season, Martin was
leading LU in batting average and
was in the top three in the Big South
in hitting before he suffered a seasonending leg injury against Marshall.
"If it wasn' t for the Lord, I wouldn 't
have been able to make it through
this," Martin said. "My family and
friends have supported me and encouraged me with prayer, and my
teachers have been really helpful. I'm
not disappointed about my injury. I'm
just thankful that the Lord has given
me baseball and the ability to play."
Martin began playing baseball when
he was five years old in a little league
team. He quit playing in junior high,
but after encouragement from his
friends, he started playing again his
sophomore year in high school.
"My parents came to every game I
was in and every practice. They love
baseball just as much or more than I
do," he said.
While playing for Greatbridge High

gone out and done things with them
before and now they saw me trying to
get my life right. They joked around
about it at first but they knew I was
serious about the commitment I had
made," he said.
Martin said that he's enjoyed the
chance he has had to witness to other
players by passing out tracts with
teammates and coaches after games.
"I have a lot of respect for Coach
Johnny Hunton. He is a great spiritual leader for the team and that was
something I wanted to have. Coach
Dave Pastors and Coach Greg
Morhardt have also helped me a lot."
I couldn't have asked for any better
friends," he said, referring to his teammates. "We have a common bond,
Jesus Christ which is one reason why
we get along so well. They have
really made me feel welcome here."
Martin hopes to coach at a collegiate level after graduation.
"Wherever God leads, I'll go,"
Martin said. "I'd like to play pro-ball
if possible, but I hope to one day
coach for a Christian university. I
want to help the players build Christian foundations that will go with
them for the rest of their lives."

Football team ends spring practice
By MIKE GATHMAN

was not allowed to hit the quarterback
to avoid the possibility of injuries.
The Flames 1992 football team
"It is a big pride factor that makes
concluded its spring practice with the us play hard. The defense didn't do
annual blue-white game which was well during the spring until tonight. If
dominated by the LU defense.
we didn't play well tonight, people
The offense did not score a touch- would be asking all summer if that is
down against the defense after play- the way it will be in the fall. Now we
ing well for the last two weeks in can say we beat them," defensive
spring practice.
lineman Dan Duncan said.
'The biggest thing we were trying
"It was good for the defense to finto work on during the spring scrim- ish strong. Nothing went wrong on
mages was development of the offen- offense. It was just that the defense
sive line. Most of the players have played well tonight, and they needed
three and four years left, and it it," Flames quarterback Robbie
needed to be worked on," Head Coach Justino said.
Sam Rutigliano said.
As well as working the new lineThe players took the scrimmage, man, the Flames worked to build a
approximately 75 plays, as seriously stronger running game into the ofas a real game although the defense fense in order to take the burden off
Sports Editor

the passing game. Several running
backs, including possible starters
Adrian Cherry and Scott Thomas,
worked out in the running drills.
The Flames will work with an offense next season that includes two
and sometimes three tight ends.
Dwayne Carswell will make the
switch from running back to supply
another tight end in the offense.
The team will not practice again
until August when they will have
approximately 25 days to prepare for
the first game against Furman.
"Right now I would really hate to
have to play Furman. We need to
come back in August and work hard
to prepare for the first game. The
offensive line is the biggest thing that
needs work. Everything else will fall

into place intime,"Rutigliano said.
One of the big goals of the team
was to get through the spring without
any new injuries, and they accomplished that However, the team is
faced with several minor injuries to
players that kept them out of practice.
All are expected back by the summer
practice sessions.
To date, the Flames have 10 games
on the schedule for next year and are
currently working on trying to schedule an 11th game. Due to a misunderstanding between Liberty and Youngstown State, the two teams will not
play each other next year as expected.
Rutigliano said, "Chuck Burch is
working on scheduling an 11th game
for next year, and we will get it one
way or another."

Affordable comfort,
accessibility, great value...
Central location, convenient to
everything. Your choice of 1,2, or 3
bedrooms. All new appliances with
dishwasher and disposal. Moneysaving energy
package. From $345
Roommate referral
Service Available
Hours: M-Sat 10-6
Sun 1-4
Call 237-2901

The Great Sports Debate
Athletics are a vital part of university living
By JEFFREY A. C0TA

room but in the athletic arena as well.
Each of these schools, as well as other
noted academic institutions have rich
athletic traditions. The academic tradition is not the only tradition these
schools are promoting.
Second, many feel that athletic
programs should be cut to make way
for additional monies for aeademia.
However, athletics is a very profitable source of income if used correctly. Sport has proven to be one of
the few commodities that is recession
proof.
Some may disagree with this state^joent but take a look at the/r&pent

release from the classroom stress
that a collegiate sporting event
Collegiate sports is as much of a
can offer.
part of the education process as
Athletics on campus offer a sense
apple pie and baseball are of Ameriof acceptance and accomplishment
cana. Banning athletic programs
that cannot be offered to all on the
from universities and colleges is ceracademic level. Why take away a
tain self-destruction for three reasons
harmless security blanket? Sport, in
— simple tradition, income and enconcept, is innocence. There will be
rollment.
those who will attempt and succeed at
tainting this innocence. When an
As my colleague points out, "the
innocent bystander witnesses or is a
university has traditionally been an
victim of a crime, this person is not
institution of research and developpunished by the courts. So why do
ment" Lest it be forgotten, the uniothers persist to push the death penversity athletic program has also traalty on those same innocent bystandditionally been a training ground, not
ers in college athletics? Justice would
only for the mind but the body also. J
not be served.
Athletics has not corrupted the mind Cubs signed second baseman Ryae
of scholars, much to the dismay of a Sandberg during the off seas0rt for not make that amount of cash; how-'
Athletics is a vital piece of the
select few. Distinguished Harvard $7.1 million per year —in the middle i ever, it has the potential to turn a nice collegiate experience. Granted,
University proved this point as late as of the recession. This was just one of j profit. It must be mentioned that this academics should be the focus of
1989, when the Crimson, defsa^id the. .many multi-million dollar deals made ; school is still considered an infant an institution; but we, the students,
University o f . ^ r w e ^ j a fo| the ;dWing the vvinter. Why? Bje$&use • athletically. The program will not should not be punished for the lack
NCAA national ^ ^ i q t i s i t i p ini the fans will shell out nearly $|00 pef turn a si/abJe profit for years to come. of foresight and control exhibited
"ignorant sport of hockey "
Finally, enrollment i§ a major ^h^;oui:.elders. Banning college ath:i*»$ift (famjty <Jf four) to gof tp the
i
factor.
Honestly how-many students .;; letics is absolute idiocy. Let the kids
Not only have ;the SOrfcaUed schol- ballpark. Fans are the reason sport
would
attend
an,lnsutution that.had ...;^ayv< andvigsist the temptation of
arly institutions, such as Harvard, is recession proof. Collegiate
no
acetic
program?
ti^t...ifiaanyM ^iwyerfia^atHletics into another
Yale, Princeton and Notre Dame, athletics is in the same boat|Despite;
tiif
;gtie%,
here,
Sludej
: soc ialis tic::prog rain.
established themselves in tfic class- the current economic hill,! fan$.
Editor

turned out in droves to witness
first hand the "unfolding drama" of
the men's basketball tournament.
Many institutions easily pull in $1
million per contest on ticket prices
alone. How is thisfigurearrived at?
Taking into consideration that the
University of Oregon seats 54,000
fans into its football stadium at $20
per ticket, simple mathematics informs you that would bring in just
over $1 million. Sure Oregon may
not sell out, but what about Notre
Dame, which seats approximately that
amount,orStanfbrd(justunder85,(XX)
ity)? If you figure in conces-

Athletics are a hindrance I d tap 1
By
BEN LaFROMBOIS
LaFROMBOIS
By BEN
Feature/Opinion Editor

Universities need a full-scale athletic program as much as Ervin
"Magic" Johnson needs AIDS.
What is a university? Is it to be
producer of great minds or great
bodies? Shouldn't the university
develop both within each individual
— not subordinate one to the other or
cast certain groups of students into
one particular area.
Universities should be interested in
producing well-adjusted individuals
who have broad foundation,
allowing them to meet the
challenges ahead.
Beyond the individual emphasis
the university has traditionally been
an institution of research and development, especially in the sciences.
One of America's strengths
since its inception has been
institutions of higher learning. These
institutions have fostered an
intellectual foundation upon which

:

cation

our nation was built.
$j> i
'iuaSideCay,
athletics
became^prom#
progiphrt^^Vhat university would
tual decay, athletics
became
as
As our nation has morally, eco-i nent, if not more so, than academic want a name that speaks only of
athletics and not the true purpose of
nomically and theologically erred itf: ^graSps at major universities,
the 20th century so haveouiresieemed
The athletic emphasis is only an a university?
1
Athletics only distorts the goals of
institutions of higher;learnings Our irktication Of the material outward
university.
By attempting to build a
nation jhas. mpv^away ftoni ifs.roots: gionfieaUon jtft: our JWi|ty. Finanmajor
university
sports program, a
of limited government:4nd reliance cially, universities have much to gain
school
is
only
catering
to the athletic
upon individualresponsibility^'§£• fcom successful programs.
marketplacerather
than
fulfilling its
have pre^gioos
wnim^^tm&^ ' A l s o , athleticsi glorifies the
purpose.
ignoring their roots.
momentary thrill rather than using
Great universities were built
For decades now the liberal the assets of time, money and talent to
"intellectuals" have pronounced wisely build toward long-term through concentrating entirely upon
socialism the way to improve society. substantive goals. What is a univer- its purpose. These were institutions,
Modern aeademia, as a major sity that is built upon a sports pro- most of them theological, that concentrated on academics and developadvocate of liberal dogma to create a gram? Is it a university at all?
"great society," has proven its own
In a truly academic setting there is ing students to carry out in life what
intellectual bankruptcy. Professors little use for athletics. It is merely a the school taught
Great universities developed acawho taught 20th century distraction and hindrance to the task
liberalism are exposed before their at hand. The purpose of athletics is to demics as the foremost goal, recruitstudents and the public. (It is a make the body fit — not glorify ath- ing the sharpest minds of their day to
conduct research and publish materishame that Washington hasn't letic prowess.
caught on.)
One may argue that high profile als for the benefit of society.
Major emphasis on a sports proIt is obvious to see the intellectual athletic programs attract students and
bankruptcy at many American uni- make a name for the school. What gram only drains the assets needed to
versities. Curiously, as America and university would want students to build a great university from the areas
its universities see moral and intellec- attend because it has a good athletic that make a university what it is.
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LU tennis player aims for pros
By BRIAN SPERLING
Champion Reporter

Many aspiring young tennis players in the world today yearn to make
it to the professional level while in
their early teens. Raphael Cardoso
took this route while growing up in
Sao Jose Dos Campos, located in San
Paulo, Brazil.
"I wanted to go pro at 16," Cardoso
said. "Everything that I did was to be
better at tennis."
Cardoso found his love for the
game by watching tennis on
television. He was most impressed
by Ivan Lendl.
"I was impressed with Ivan because he is a complete player that
plays against anyone," he said. "At
11-years-old, I started to work with
my friends really hard to get better
and better."
After becoming a very successful
tennis player during his early years in
high school, Cardoso received the
opportunity to come to North
America when he was invited to
play in a Florida tournament. It
was through this tournament that
he would eventually hear about
Liberty University.

"I stayed at a pastor's house while
in Florida," Cardoso said. "He
invited me back to the states to
complete my final year of high
school in Florida."
During his senior year at Hollywood Christian in Ft. Lauderdale
Cardoso heard about Liberty.
However, he didn't have Liberty in
mind when considering which
American university he would
choose to attend.
"I had wanted to go to a big school
like the University of Miami or Georgia," he said. "I heard about Liberty
and had the chance to play tennis with
a scholarship."
Cardoso impressed Coach Carl
Diemer so much upon arrival that he
claimed the number two spot in the
six-man singles rotation as a freshman. Cardoso grabbed the top spot
this season as captain of a young team
that consists of four sophomores including himself.
However Cardoso does not feel that
he is a leader sticking out from the
rest of the team. Rather, everyone
interacts to help encourage each other
on the courts. He cites their friendship as a motivational tool that keeps

Raphael Cardoso
LU tennis player
the team together as one.
"We are all friends and hang
around with each other," he said. "If
we see something wrong during a
match, we will tell each other to help
make us better."
Cardoso feels that the conviction of
the tennis team makes a unique ministry for the guys.
"We try to glorify God on the court

—win or lose," he said. "I try to lead
by example. It is a type of mutual
leading."
Cardoso feels that the Flames can
only get better in the next few years as
the young team continues to develop
in the highly competitive Big South
Conference.
"All of the teams that we play are
on a higher level," Cardoso said. "We
are a young team that is gaining more
experience with each match."
Cardoso is pursuing a sports management major to serve the Lord with
after college. He is also looking to
complete minors in business and
missions.
"I want to be in a ministry using
sports as my talent for the Lord," he
said.
Cardoso would still like to join the
professional circuit someday butonly
if the Lord sees fit for that door to
open. While at Liberty, he is looking
to first do everything that he can for
the Lord.
"I believe God wanted me to attend
Liberty instead of playing pro," Cardoso said. "God will open doors in
His time if the case arises that I have
a chance to turn pro."

LU men's basketball faces changes
By SHANNON HARRINGTON

process. We (the coaches) will could do. I have always desired to
be able to communicate to the be a head coach, and this will give
A few changes have recently oc- players that we will be here and me the opportunity to grow as a
curred in the LU basketball program, will work diligently to achieve our head coach and as a teacher."
including the re-signing of Head goals," he said.
In regard as to how Brooks
Coach Jeff Meyer, the resignation of
After six years at Liberty, has helped LU's program, Meyer
Assistant Head Coach Ken Brooks Brooks announced that he will be said, "Ken has been an excellent
and the announcement of the transfer- leaving his assistant head coach assistant coach for me at LU and
ring of players Willie Roach and position and take the position has made significant and valuable
Daniel Pratt
of head coach at Covenant College, contributions to our program in
Meyer was given a two-year which is an NAIA school in the transition from Division II to
contract extension, the first time a Lookout ML, Ga. Brooks will also Division 1."
Liberty coach has ever been given a teach physical education at
The basketball team will also be
Covenant and pursue a doctorate losing two players next season due to
contract exceeding one year.
Meyer feels that this change can be degree in the future.
transferring students.
very helpful to the program. 'The
Brooks commented on his transiRoach will be transferring to King's
value of a multi-year contract is tion, "I felt that within my role at College, an NAIA school in Bristol,
very prominent in the recruiting Liberty I have done everything I Tenn. He will be playing under

Champion Reporter

Sports Notebook
Circus in town

Sports writers

The Clyde Beatty-Cole Bros. Circus will be at the Fort Entertainment
Center on Monday, April 27,
through Wednesday, April 29, with
shows at 4 and 8 p.m. daily.
Tickets can be purchased at
all Lynchburg area Kroger stores
and at Sears customer service
counter. Tickets cost $9 for
adults age 13 to 61, $4 for children
age 12 and under, $4 for senior
citizens age 62 and over and an
additional $2 for reserved chair
seats. On showdays, tickets will be
on sale at the ticket wagon on the
circus showgrounds.
The tent raising will be on
opening day from 7 a.m. until 12
p.m. Everyone is welcome to
witness as a herd of elephants
provide the power to hoist the
enormous red, white and blue
canvas, larger than a football
field and nearly five stories high.
The best photo opportunities are
between 8 a.m. and 9:30 a.m. There
is plenty of free parking and school
buses are welcome.
Highlights of the 1992 edition of
Clyde Beatty-Cole Bros. Circus include Marcan's wild animals, the
human cannonball, Kristo's astrocycle, Baron Lilov's Russo-Carpathian bears, the Rodriguez family's
double flying trapeze, the Dielkas
sisters, the titans of the teeterboard,
the Beatty-Cole Liberty horses, the
perch pole prodigies, Barrie and
Shelagh Sloan, mammoth monarchs
of the Asian continent and the circus parade.
More than 60 performers and
over 40 animals will be on hand to
thrill, amaze and amuse in a
rousing two-hour, three-ring
performance.

The Champion is looking for
people interested in writing sports
for the 1992-93 school year.
Help is needed covering campus
sports as well as off-campus and
professional sports. If you have an
interest in sports and would like to
write about them, call Mike at extension 3403 or 2471.
A sample of your work would
be greatly appreciated, but not
necessary. A Christian Service
credit
or one credit can be
earned for
the service.

his former high school coach,
Marty Street.
"I love LU and the friendships I
have made here, but I decided to go
somewhere where I could enjoy basketball," Roach said.
Also transferring will be Pratt, who
has had offers from St. Leo
University and Indiana University
of Pennsylvania.
Coach Meyer commented, "I
understand their desire to participate
in a program where they will have the
opportunity to play and contribute in
a more prominent role. I appreciate
the fact that they were very positive
throughout this past season and helpful in our program."

Mosley credits
his success
to teammates
ByLANNAMAY
Champion Reporter

LU's Gerald Mosley started his
track career in seventh grade when a
high school coach saw him run the
50-yard dash and asked him to run
for the team. He has done so well
since then that Coach Brant Tolsma
said, "He's been the top scorer on
our team this year."
Now Mosley said his main goal in
running is to set a personal record at
every track meet and do better than
the week before. However, Mosley
credits the rest of the team for the
success.
"This is probably the strongest
team that I have ever been a member
of. I wouldn't trade this for any other
track team I've been on," he said.
This season Tolsma moved him
up to the 400m and he started winning. So they left him there.
"Gerald always displayed a lot of
promise in his early years, but he
always got injured before this year.
The injuries were always during the
best time of the season too," Tolsma
said.
Mosley graduated from Rustburg
High School in Concord, Va. where
he played football. He was contacted by 11 NCAA Division 1
schools about playing football until
he injured a knee. Coach Tolsma
still kept writing letters to Mosley
until he was persuaded to come to
Liberty on a track scholarship.
"The scholarship really helped
my parents out, because it was for
four years," Mosley said.
This being his senior year, Mosley has been concentrating on the
200m and 400m dash. In the beginning of the season it was more of the
200m, but his interest has now shifted
to the 400m.

NOBODY BEAR A
CL0SE0UT

Gerald Mosley
LU trackster
This season Mosley broke both a
personal record and the school record in the 200m. He also broke a
personal record in the 400m at the
Raleigh Relays.
"This year has to be one of the
best track years of my life. Better
than the other nine years," he said.
Mosley credits much of this year's
success to the way the team practices. "When we have practice, it is
more like a track meet. We set the
mentality as if it were an actual track
meet. Before every run we pray and
thank God for the talent," he said.
For the rest of this season, Mosley
plans to work hard and will possibly
make it to the nationals.
Tolsma said, "He is very competitive, likes to win, not afraid to
work hard. If we get some good
weather and he continues to prog*
ress, I think he has a chance to go to
the nationals in the 200m. My point
of view is that I hate to see him
graduate, but I'm glad for him."

Prices
Guaranteed
To Drive
Our
Competitors

Baseball leaders
Designated hitter Sheldon Bream
is leading all players with 100 or
more at-bats with a .397 batting
average. Leftfielder Charlie Kim is
second with a .365 batting average
followed by Mike Kreider at .329.
Rightfielder Danny Brahn leads
the team with nine homers and 42
runs batted in. The next closest in
home runs is the injured Beau Martin
with five homers and the next closest in RBIs is Kreider with 27.
Jeremy Tully leads the team in
triples with three, while Brahn and
Joe Bonadio lead the team with 12
doubles each.
Rich Humphrey leads the
pitchers with a 2.41 earned run
average. He also leads the team
with three complete games and 67.3
innings pitched. He has also recorded a team-high 52 strikeouts.
Rodney Ashby leads the team
withfivewins and also in starts with
10. He has one of the Flames' two
shutouts this season. Tim Collins
has the other shutout.
Chris Wick leads the team in
appearances with 21 spanning 26.3
innings while Rob Egel has appeared
in 20 games over 22.3 innings.

Sports Schedule
Golf: On the road at the UVa. Cavalier Classic on Friday, April 24,
through Sunday, April 26. On the
road at the John Ryan Memorial
Tournament at Duke University.
Time and date is to be announced.
Baseball: On the road Tuesday,
April 21, against James Madison
University starting at 3 p.m. On the
road Thursday, April 23, against the
University of Maryland starting
at 3 p.m. At home for a double-

header Friday, April 24, against
Howard University starting at
1 p.m. At home on Saturday, April
25, for a doubleheader against
Radford University starting at
1 p.m. On the road Monday, April
27, against Virginia Tech starting
at 3 p.m.
Men and women's track: On the
road Saturday, April 25, at the
Penn Relays in Philadelphia,
starting at 9 a.m.

8TORE HOURS: MOM • 8AT. 9 A.M. - 9 P.M., SUN. 'TIL « P.M.

WHY PAY DISCOUNT? Get A CLOSEOUT Deal At
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Due to the nature ol our business (Buyouts, Closeouts, Special Buys) we must limit our sale to stock on hand. Comparative pricing based
on same or similar items sold elsewhere In market area. We do not accept Mlr.'s coupons. '1992 CONSOLIDATED STORES CORPORATION.
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LU dominates
home track meet
By CHRISTIANNA RININGER
Champion Reporter
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LU's Geof Elijah, who placed third, leaps the hurdle during the steeple chase event.
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The second annual Big South Invitational was dominated by LU men's and women's track teams, although
the competition was not so strong as previous meets.
"We certainly had a lot of PR's (personal records)
which is what it is all about," Coach Brant Tolsma said.
Only individual scores and not team scores were
kept because of the level of competition.
The personal records set were as follows:
• Jason Knell in the 5,000m (15:35.5,1st place)
• Janet Rorer in the discus (138 feet, five-inches, 1st
place)
• Bill Kahn in the 1,500m (4:01.52)
• Fadhila Samuel in the 100m (12.17,1st place) and
the 200m (22.45)
• Todd Pettyjohn in the 110m hurdles (15.18, 1st
place) and in the 200m (22.45),
• Ryan Werner in the 110m hurdles (15.43)
• Aaron Werner in the 110m hurdles (15.82) and in the
discus (115 feet, 1 inch) and in the 400m hurdles
(56.79,1st place)
• Jeff Elijah in the steeplechase (10:34.8)
• Damien Bates in the 800m hurdles (1:53.67, 1st
place)
• Patti Bottiglieri in the 800m (2:21.75,1st place)
• Esther Mills in the 800m (2:22.88)
• Dawn Mihm in the 800m (2:25.68).
Concerning competition in the Big South Conference, Tolsma said, "It's easy to see the Big South has
a long way to go in order to be a competitive track
conference, but we are really happy to have the opportunity to be at home in nice weather."
This was the first time that LU has hosted a track
meet, and good weather prevailed for the athletes to
compete in.
Assistant coach Delethea Quarles was especially
happy with the performances of Samuel and Gina
Turner.
"Fadhila's 200m time of 24.6 her first leg of the 4 x
400m split of 55.98 were quite impressive. I feel that
Fadhila and Gina will continue to PR in the 200m and

the 400m. We expect good things at the ECAC's," she
said.
When asked for the top athlete of the meet, Tolsma
said, "Even though Leeann Hayslett won six events, I
would have to say Fadhila because she ran personal
records while winning the 100m, the lcadoff leg in the
4 x 400, the 200m and tieing the school record in the
200m."
Other top finishers included:
• Neil Sawyer in the 5,000m (15:57.0),
• Lisa Smith in the 5,000m (19:11.9) and 3,000m
(10:58.3)
• Hayslett in the long jump (14 feet, 10 inches), high
jump (4 feet, 3 1/2 inches), in 110m hurdles (16.53)
and in the 400m hurdles (67.60)
• Jason Carroll in the long jump (20 feet, 7 inches) •
• Keith Woody in the javelin (171 feet.10 inches)
• Steve Hokanson in the javelin (170 feet, 11 inches)
and shot put (52 feet, 2 1/2 inches)
• Eric Vreugdenhil in the javelin (156 feet 7 inches)
and high jump (6 feet)
• Michelle LaFrance in the javelin (107 feet, 4 inches)
• Rorer in the javelin (99 feet, 7 inches)
• A. Werner in the shot put (39 feet, 11 inches) and high
jump (5 feet, 10 inches)
• Christie Rininger, Hayslett, Samuel and Turner in
the 4x100 (50.09)
• Urlene Dick in the 1,500m (4:50.4)
• Lynne Heckman in the 1,500m (5:05.7)
• Terry Burwell in the 1,500m (3:54.59)
• Gerald Mosley in the 100m (10.63) and in the 200m
(21.26)
• John Farmer in the 100m (11.17)
• Carrol in the 400m (52.49)
• Turner in the 400m (55.16) and in the 200m (25.3),
• Rininger in the 400m (61.65)
• Brent Squires in the 800m (1:54.11)
• Brett Honeycutt in the 800m (1:55.33)
• Hayslett, Samuel, Rininger and Turner in the 4 x 400
(3:57.17)
• Mihm, Mills, Heckman and Lisa Prantner in the 4 x
400m "B" team (4:19.59).
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Neill Sawyer runs to the finish during his 5000m (15:57.0) run in which
he placed fourth. LU's Jason Krull won the event with a time of 15:35.5.

Brothers Ryan (left) and Aaron Werner battle each other to the finish during the 110m hurdle race. Ryan
placed second in the event with a time of 15.43, and Aaron placed third In the event with a time of 15.82. LU
swept the top three places in the event as Todd Pettyjohn won with a time of 15.18.

LU track officially dedicated to Hopkins-Matthes
Founders honored for early dedication to program
By LANNA MAY
Champion Reporter

Liberty University officially named its track and
field complex "Matthes-Hopkins Track" at a dedication Saturday afternoon conducted by Drs. Jerry
Falwell and A. Pierre Guillermin.
"Liberty University is indebted to the Matthes
and Hopkins families because of the great service
both have done for the track and cross country
teams. Jake began coaching in 1976 and Ron
Hopkins, in 1979. This facility and the quality
program we now have are direct results of the
investment made by Jake and Ron and their
families," Falwell said.
The entire 1992 track and field team took time off
from the meet to watch the ceremony.
Matthes started the Liberty men's and women's
track and cross country programs in 1976. He brought
Hopkins on in the same year, and eventually
Hopkins took overresponsibilityfor track. He worked
with them until two years ago. Now Brant Tolsma
coaches both the cross-country and track teams.

"Both men were not only track and cross country
coaches, they are solid Christian men that provided
the student athletes on their teams a tremendous
example of a Christ-centered life. Personally, I felt
privileged to work with both men," Chuck Burch,
LU athletic director said.
"The Lord has blessed us with a lot of good
years here. The first year the track team had 30
members, and today it has close to 70 members
on the team. It was good to see our old runners
could come back and participate in this
event," Matthes said.
The dedication was also attended by family
members of Matthes and Hopkins including Kevin
and Becky Hopkins, and Sandra Matthes, Frank and
Virginia Snickle and Philip Matthes.
The plaques were accepted by Elly Hopkins on
behalf of her late husband and by Matthes himself.
The track team celebrated the day by setting many
individual records at the meet.
(See seperate story on this page.)
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The dedication of the Matthes-Hopkins track was attended by (L to R) Dr. Jerry Falwell, Elly
Hopkins, Jake Matthes, Sandra Matthes and Dr. A. Pierre Guillermin.

